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its identity with the Romish doctrine, in asserting but 
one kind of righteousness, and thereby blending jus­
tification with sanctification. The following quota- 
lion which he makes from Bishop Andrews with his 
remarks upon it exhibits the importance ot recogni­
zing two kinds of righteousness.
‘In the Scripture, there is a double Right­
eousness set down, both in the Old and in the 
Newr Testament. In the old, and in the very 
first place that Righteousness is named in the 
Bible: ‘Abraham believed, and it was flccotinf- 
ed unto him for righteousness,’ A Righteous- 
nes accounted! And again, (in the very next 
line) it is mentioned, ‘Abraham Will teach his 
house to do Righteousness.'' A righteous­
ness done! In the New Testament, likewise. 
The former, in one chapter, (Rom. iv.) no 
fewer than eleven times; Raputatum est illi 
ad justiiiam—‘It is accounted to him for 
righteousness'—a Reputed Righteousness! 
The latter in St. John—‘He that doelh right­
eousness, is righteous’—a /Righteousness 
done! Of these, the latter, Philosophers 
themselves conceived, and acknowledged; the 
other is proper to Christians only, and alto­
gether unknown in Philosophy. The one is 
a quality of the party. The other an act of 
the Judge declaring or pronouncing righteous. 
The one, ours by influence or infitsion; the 
other, by account, or imputation. That 
both these there arc, there is no question.’
Now it is precisely the same distinction 
that opens the way to the understanding of 
the whole controversy between the doctrines 
of the Church of England, and the derived 
Church in America, on the one hand, and 
those of Oxford divinity on the .other, as to 
the matter of Justifying righteousness. 
The whole of Oxford Divinity is founded up­
on the denial of that distinction, which we 
have expressed above in the words of St. 
Paul, and his expositors, Hooker, Bishops 
Andrewes and Beveridge. While, on the 
contrary, the whole of the divinity of the 
Reformed Church of England, as to the way 
of salvation, is founded upon the belief of 
that distinction. The latter asserts a right­
eousness external and imputed, and also a 
a righteousness internal and inwrought by 
the Spirit; the two inseparably connected in­
deed, hut of very different natures and offices. 
The former acknowledges that only which is 
internal and inwrought. And this is the 
key to all the labyrinth of Oxfordism, precise­
ly as it is also to all tlie sinuosities of Ro­
manism.
H c h i c to •
OXFORD DIVINITY compared with that or 
the ROMISH AND ANGLICAN CHURCH­
ES: WITH A SPECIAL VIEW TO THE ILLUSTRATION OF
the DOCTRINE OF* JUSTIFICATION BY 
FAITH, AS IT WAS MADE OF PRIMARY IMPORTANCE 
•BY THE REFORMERS ; AND AS IT LIES AT THE FOUN­
DATION OF ALL SCRIPTURAL VIEWS OF THE GOSPEL OP 
•-ouii Lord Jesus Christ. By the RT. RFA. 
CHARLES PETIT McILVAINE, D. D., Bish­
op of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the 
diocese of onio. Philadelphia. Joseph AVethani 
and Son. 1841. pp. 546: 8 vo.
Concluded from Ills 2d editorial page of No. 8.
The direct object of the work and the manner in 
which it has been accomplished. To have a definite 
object in anv undertaking is the part of wisdom; and 
a wise assailant of error, will take care not to waste his 
forces either by concentrating them upon a single 
■pointof minor importance or by dividing them amongst 
too many. In this respect our author has puraned 
a judicous course. Instead of assailing the outworks 
lie has directed the main force of his argument 
against the citadel of Oxfordism; by selecting the 
doctrine of justification as the special object of ex­
amination and comparison. His reasons are thus 
stated:
But to go over the whole body of divinity, 
in all its members, for the' sake of estimating 
the character of this, were an endless task.— 
We must select some great fundamental prin­
ciple of the gospel, which, viewed in one as­
pect, makes the main doctrinal feature of the 
Protestant orthodox faith ; and viewed in an 
opposite aspect, makes the main doctrinal fea­
ture of Romanism ; and to which, as it is held 
by the two opposite parties, may be traced the 
chief peculiarities which rise up before the 
public eye and distinguish them respectively, 
each from the other. Then we must inquire 
to which of the two contrasted views of that 
main principle, the essential features of Ox­
ford Divinity are most conformed, and if we 
find them conformed to that of Rome, and op­
posed to that of the Church of England, then 
the system is essential-Romanism, even thodgh 
it have not yet put forth a sirtgle branch of 
Romanism, as that is developed in its Purga­
tory, and Image-worship, and Tran subs tan tl’a- 
tion, &c. But if we shall find, moreover, 
that it is not only thus conformed in the main 
principle, hut is going on to shoot out more and 
more, however slowly and cautiously, into 
just the same bud and branch, then we shall 
be the more confirmed in the conviction, not 
only that it is Romanism in essence, but that, 
in proportion as the times will allow, and 
room shall be given, it will become Romanism 
in full manifestation.
Now what is that fundamental question 
which will thus serve as a position whence 
we may command the whole field of inquiry 
before us ? We need go no further than the 
judicious Hooker for an answer. ‘7'hat grand 
question,' he says, ‘that hartgeth in the con­
troversy between us and Rome is about the 
matter ofjustifying righteousness. We dis­
agree about the nature ami essence of the 
medicine whereby Christ curelh our disease; 
about, the manner of applying it; about the 
number and thepower of means, which God 
requircth in us for the effectual applying there­
of to our soul’s comfort.’
After extending this quotation from Hooker, the 
Bishop proceeds:
Now here we have a regular pedigree of 
the most injurious corruptions of the Romish 
Church, and all traced to the parent cause in 
her doctrine of Justification. All together 
makeup ‘ the mystery of the Man of sin'— 
‘the maze which the Church of Rome doth 
lead her followers to tread, when they ask 
her the way to justification;'—all constitute 
that ‘building’ of manifold error which Hook­
er believed must fall ‘ in the presence of the 
building of God,’ as Dagon, before the ark. 
But the corner stone on which that building 
rests; the clue to that maze; the secret of that 
mystery, is the Romish doctrine of Justifi­
cation by Inherent Righteousness—the 
answer she gives to the question of a sinner 
inquiring what he must do tohe saved, instead 
of that plain answef of St. Paul, ‘ Believe on 
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou slialt be sa­
ved.' Embrace the answer of Rome, and 
you have essential Romanism ; carry out the 
principle, and you have developed Romanism, 
in the whole of its maze and mystery. Em­
brace the answer of St. Paul, and you strike 
Romanism to the heart; so that, whatever its 
ramifications, they must all die and pass away; 
whatever its maze, it is all disentangled and 
scattered. It is the Romish doctrine of Jus­
tification that gives value to indulgences, need 
to purgatory, use to the sacrament of penance, 
motive to the invocation of saints, credence to 
the existence of the sacred treasury of super­
rogatory merits; that makes auricular confes­
sion tolerable, and all the vain inventions of 
meritorious will-worship, precious. Next 
come devices for the defence of these, and 
hence the Romish doctrine of tradition and 
of infallibility and of implicit faith.
After showing in the second chapter a change in 
the Oxford Divines in regard to the Divinity of 
Alexander Knox, which through their organ they 
had previously condemned; the Bishop proceeds in
The author after divers quotations from the Oxford 
divines, tuussums ilp their docir ne:
Then the doctrine is: The merits of Christ 
have purchased for us the grace of Sanctifica­
tion, by which we are made righteous for 
Christ’s sake. When a sinner first turns to 
God, his past sins are pardoned freely, 
through the merits of Christ; after that, his 
acceptablcness depends upon his fulfilling the 
law. He fulfils the law by having a right­
eousness implanted in his heart at Baptism, 
for Christ’s sake. By that he works out his 
salvation. Ilis works are now ‘•good in 
themselves.' ‘Love is imputed to him for 
righteousness.’ ‘Ilis life is available, justi­
fying.' He looks into himself, to a ‘cross 
within,' for acccptahleness and peace. He 
can, he docs, fulfil the Law for righteousness, 
unto salvation. Justification, at its com­
mencement, was chiefly pardon; it becomes 
less and less as itadvances, and becomes more 
and more simply sanctification. It ends in 
being not pardon, but all sanctification, so 
that as Mr. Newman expressly says, ‘the 
righteousness wherein we must stand at the 
last day, is not Christ’s own imputed obedi­
ence, but our good works,'
The influence of the Oxford doctrine upon the con­
solations of the believer, are presented in the fol­
lowing clear and forcible manner:
According to the Scriptures, when one is 
‘Justified by faith,’ he has ‘peace with God.’ 
‘In this grace (of Justification,) he rejoices 
in hope of the glory of God.’ It is manifest, 
that the .Scripture not only represents a very 
joyful assurance of salvation as attainable by 
all Christians, but as thebounden duty of all, 
when it tells us so frequently that' the saints 
in this life, have known their justification and 
future salvation; when it declares, that who­
soever believeth in Christ, ‘hath everlasting 
life;’ which it would bo vain to declare, if wc 
cannot know ourselves to be believers or not; 
when it bids us to examine ourselves, prove, 
know ourselves, whether we be in faith; 
when it speaks of the happiness of the man 
unto whom the Lord imputed no sin; when 
it makes the knowledge of peace, in the 
shape of hope, the anchor of the soul, the 
helmet of the head in storm and battle; when 
it requires us to rejoice in the Lord always; 
to love and haste unto the appearing of our 
Lord.
Now in what way is a poor sinner, work­
ing out his salvation, ever to know whether 
he has peace with God, and may rejoice in 
hope, or not? He can have peace only so far 
as he is justified. And according to this doc­
trine, some are more justified than others; the 
same person at various periods, may be in 
various stages of justification. He asks for 
the line or mark of justification so that when 
beneath it, he may know that he is not siiffi 
ciently justified to have peace with God, and 
when above it, may know that he is justified 
enough to have peace with God. No such 
line is pretended to. Then, whether he is at 
peace with God, or under his wrath, for there 
is no medium, he can never know. Where 
then is the helmet of hope, that ‘strong con­
solation’ for him who has fled for refuge to 
Christ? The hope that maketh not ashamed,’ 
the confidence that when Christ shall appear,
the third chapter to set forth the precise doctrine of he sha11 belike him> and seP him as he is? 
the Oxford school on the subject of justification, and The fog with which the Oxfordists have attempted
to cover their Romish identification of justifying 
righteousness with sanctification, is fanned away in- 
a few happy strokes after the following manner;
Dr. Pusey expressly declares that he and 
those who bear him company do ‘ exclude 
Sanctificatian from having any place in our 
Justification.' Where the line runs, or what 
it is, he does not say. But he does tell us, 
with singular contradiction, that ‘the state of 
Justification admits of degrees according to 
the degree of Sanctification.’
Mr. Newman maintains the same denial.
‘ This is really and truly our Justification, 
not faith, not holiness, not (much less) a 
mere imputation; but the very presence of 
Christ,’ ‘not faith, not renovation, not obedi­
ence, not any thing cognizable by man, but 
a certain divine gift in which all these quali­
fications are included.’ ‘Scripture expressly 
declares that righteousness is a divine inward 
gift, while at the same time it teaches that it is 
not any mere quality of mind, whether faith 
or holiness.’ Justification is ‘not rencmal 
or the principle of renewal.’2 ‘The Apostle 
goes on to say that the only true Justification 
is the being made holy or renewed; does not 
this imply from the very nature of the case 
that renewal was not just the same thing as 
Justification.’ (The implication is beyond 
our ken, But again): ‘If the justifying word 
he attended by the spiritual entrance of 
Christ into the soul, justification is perfectly 
distinct from renewal, with which Romanists 
identify it.’
Now the question of the astonished reader 
must he, where, in the name of all Scriptural 
and Protestant, and common-sense, divinity, 
is the distinction aimed at—-a distinction be­
tween Justification, as being made holy, or 
renewed, and Justification as being holiness 
and renewal1, between righteousness as being 
in us and being a quality of us?
But we have the distinction differently ex­
pressed.
‘The righteousness on which we are called 
righteous, or are justified, that in which justi­
fication results or consists—this justifying 
principle, though within us as it must be, if 
it is to separate us from the world, yet is not 
of us, or in us, not any quality or act of our 
minds, not faith, not renovation, not obedi­
ence, not any thing cognizihle by man, hut a 
certain divine gift in which all these qualifica­
tions are included.’3
Now Ictus mark. This ‘divine presence' 
by which we are justified, viz: ‘the habitation 
in us of God the father, and the World incar­
nate through the Holy Ghost’ is a righteous­
ness:' it is also a ‘principle',' (the divine pres­
ence a principle!) this presence is also a ‘gift., 
This righteousness, or principle, or gift, is 
within us, within our hearts, our minds, 
our affections, yet is not of us;. is not in us; 
is not in our hearts and minds and affections.
It is our righteousness, a principle, a possess­
ion and gift of our minds, and yet ‘not any 
quality or act of our minds.' It is not the 
qualities of faith, renovation, obedience, hut 
something which includes them alias the qual­
ities of which that gift is the occult essence.
Such is the strongest exhibition of the 
whole middle wall of partition on which Ox­
ford divinity relies for the separation of its 
doctrine of Justification from that of Roman­
ism. by inherent righteousness or Sanctifica­
tion. ‘O this sad, misty divinity (as Coleridge 
said of some in Donne) far too scholastical for 
the pulpit, far too vague and unphilosophic 
for the study.’
Now we have no intention of spending 
any time to show that this Jaluniuus distinct­
ion is unscriptural, unreal, mystical; that in so 
serious a matter, it is mere trifling, and to all 
pretence of sober, biblical theology, disgrace­
ful. It speaks for itself. Shadowy as it is, 
however, and vain; it shows to what straits 
these divines are driven if they would even 
seem to keep clear of the downright charge 
of Popery; and, in our next chapter, it will 
he shown how entirely, by the very using of 
this attempted distinction, which is no other 
than an old device of scholastic Romanism, 
their doctrine is identified with that of Po­
pery. When sick men begin to pick at the 
air, it is a mournful evidence that sight is 
failing, and the darkness of death is at hand.
‘Things equal to the same are equal to one anoth­
er.’
Our author in his fourth chapter makes a good use 
of this axiom in showing that Rome and Oxford by 
harmonizing with the schoolmen, on the righteous­
ness of justification, necessarily accord with each 
other. t
A summary account of some of the leading school­
men will be formed in the following extract.
Under such favoring auspices, flourished 
the chief Schoolman of the twelfth century, 
Peter Lombard, known, after the name of 
his chief works, as 7'he Master of the Sen­
tences. Around that work, composed of sen­
tences from the Fathers, was soon assembled 
a busy tribe of lesser schoolmen, as bees, 
around a cluster of flowers, whose whole 
business was to make Commentaries upon the 
Sentences of the Master. But, in the next 
century, arose a disciple whose fame eclipsed 
that of the Master, and to whom were given 
the high names of the Universal and the An­
gelic Doctor, the celebrated Thomas Aquinas. 
Contemporary with him was Bonaventure, a 
schoolman of almost equal renown, particu­
larly noted hr mystic theology and the wor­
ship of the Virgin Mary.
After showing the connexion between the school­
men and Divines of Trent, the author lays down the 
three following propositions, to exhibit the indentity 
of the doctrine of Oxford with that of the school­
men.
1. That the Schoolmen described the 
righteousness of Justification, precisely as do 
our Oxford Divines.
2. That they felt the same necessity, as do
the latter, of finding out a distinction between 
an indwelling righteousness that justifies, and 
an ind wellingrighteousness that sanctifies, and 
that they fell upon precisely the same subtle 
and shadowy expedient
3. That this very distinction of the ancient 
Schoolmen, which equally characterizes the 
divinity of our Oxford Schoolmen, is used by 
our ancient writers as one distinctive charac­
teristic of Popery.
In the next chapter the author makes a more di 
rect comparison of the Oxford doctrine of the righ­
teousness, of justification, with that of Rome. He 
lakes tip.'tlie three following points on which the 
Oxford divines, disclaim conformity with Rome, and 
shows the insufficiency of their disclaimer.
1. That Romanists make the infused and in­
dwelling righteousness by which we arc justi­
fied. a quality or habit ef the mind, and thus 
the same as Sanctification ; while in Oxford 
Divinity, it is not a quality, hut that which in­
cludes in it all the qualities and virtues of ho­
liness ; a righteousness ‘ withinns, hut not of 
us or in us,’ ‘ a divine gift,’ ‘ a principle,’ but 
not a quality of our minds.
2- Another is found in this, that in one of 
the Canons of Trent, it is declared, that ‘In­
herent righteousness is the only formal cause 
of Justification'— Unicaformalis causa Jus- 
tificationisc This is stated to be a doctrine 
of ‘high’Romanism, from which Oxford Di­
vinity dissents. Mr. Newman maintains two 
formal causes, proper and improper. ‘The 
proper formal cause, with the Romanists, I 
vould consider, (he says,) as an inward gift, 
yet with the Protestants, not a quality of the 
mind.'
3. The last of the three particulars, in 
which Dr. Pusey and Mr. Newman attempt 
to show a difference between their doctrine and 
that of Rome, is in the matter of imputa­
tion, as follows:
‘Justification,’ ‘is not imputation merely.’
‘ In this I conceive to lie the Unity of the Cath­
olic doctrine, that we are saved by Christ’s 
imputed righteousness, and by our own inco­
hate (inceptive) righteousness at once.’t But 
more at large as follows : ‘Our divines, though 
ol very different schools, have, with a very 
few exceptions, agreed in this, that juitifica- 
tion is gained by obedience in the shape of 
faith; that is, an obedience which confesses it 
is not sufficient, and trusts solely in Christ’s 
merits, for acceptance, which is in other 
words, the doctrine of two righteousnesses, 
perfect and imperfect; not the Roman, that 
obedience justifies without a continual imputa­
tion c? 'Christ's merits ; nor (he Protestant, 
that, imputation justifies distinct from obedi­
ence ; but a middle way that obedience justi­
fies in, or under Christ's covenant, or sprink­
led with Christ’s meritorious sacrifice.’—pp. 
420.
In the sixth chapter the author compares the Ox­
ford Divinity, as to the office of faithin justifying, 
with tilo Romish doctrine and shows their agreement, 
in six propositions, viz.
1. That faith before baptism is not and can­
not he a living faith, ‘ that which worketh by 
love.’
2. That Faith before Baptism is said to 
Justify, or to he an instrument of Justification, 
only as a sinc-qua-non, only as a necessary 
preparation for, and that which leads to, Bap­
tism, which itself is the only real instrument 
of Justification.
3. This faith, so dead, is nevertheless a di­
vine supernatural gift, based on the testimo­
ny of God, through the Creeds and tradition­
ary doctrines of the Church, independently of 
a direct application ta the Scriptures; as the 
Primary and only Authoritative Rule of Faith.
4. That this faith, before Baptism, instead 
of being in any sense Justifying, until after 
the sinner becomes Justified in Baptism, must 
itself be first justified, or made a living faith 
by Baptism.
5. That Faith when regenerate and justified 
in Baptism is not such a trust in the divine 
mercy as apprehends and accepts remission 
of sins through the mediation of Christ, and 
justifies the soul through his righteousness ac­
counted to the believer.
G. That after it has become a regenerate 
and lively faith, by the love of God shed 
abroad in the heart, by Baptism, so that it is 
now joined with hope and love, it then only 
continues or sustains the Justification alrea­
dy completed, in Baptism, before it was alive: 
and even this, not in any proper sense, as an 
instrument applying the righteousness of 
Christ, but only as united to, and acting in 
common with, all other Christian virtues and 
works.
At the close of this chapter the position assigned 
to faith by the Oxford Divinity is thus sketched and 
condemned:
Such honor then has faith in Oxford Di­
vinity. That grace which stands out so con­
spicuously in the language of the Saviour and 
of his Apostles, and is connected with every 
thing in salvation, so that we ‘live by faith,’ 
‘stand by faith,’ ‘walk by faith,’are ‘kept by 
the power of God, through faith, unto salva­
tion,’ condemned if we have it not; not con­
demned if we have it; faith, that is spoken of 
in the Scriptures a hundred times, where Bap­
tism is once, which fills whole series of dis­
courses of our great divines, when Baptism 
is not mentioned; that very distinguished 
grace, acknowledged by Mr. F. to be repre­
sented in the Scripture as having ‘a certain 
extruordinary\md singular sympathy with
ded to a dead, inoperative thing, before Bap 
tism, such as even devils have; into a mere 
symbol of Baptism, after Baptism; a justify­
ing instrument, only in being said to be what 
it is not—obedience being the real and only 
internal instrument. AVe call Bishop Bever­
idge to deliver his testamony against such 
doctrine.
‘Although Faith be always accompanied 
with obedience and good works, so as that it 
can never be without them, yet i/t the matter 
of our Justification, it is always opposed to 
them by St. Paul. And indeed to look to be 
justified by such a faith, which is the same 
with obedience, or which is all one, to be 
justified by our obedience, is to take all our 
hopes and expectations from Christ, and to 
place them upon ourselves—and therefore this 
notion of Faith overthrows the very basis and 
foundation of die Christian Religion.’
The object of the VII chapter is thus stated by 
♦ h? author:
In proceeding to show that the fundamental 
doctrine of Oxford Divinity, as to a righteous­
ness inherent for Justification, is so identical 
with that of Rome, in ramification, as well as, 
root, that it affects the same subordinate doc­
trines, in precisely the same way, and with 
reference to the same ends, we proceed from 
the doctrine of Faith, to that of the Sacraments, 
and especially of Baptism.
We have found that Justifying Faith, like 
Justifying Righteousness in this system, is a 
matter of works altogether ; that the latter is 
Sanctification, and the former is justifying on­
ly as it works by love and other graces ; that 
is, as it works by Sanctification. Thus Justi­
fication by faith, is Justification by all the 
Christian's privileges and gifts—since they 
are all a part of the faith bestowed on one who 
embraces the mercies of God in Christ, and 
through the Sacraments is made a partaker of 
his life. ‘ It is Justification by God’s free 
grace in the Gospel, as opposed to e very thing 
out of the Gospel.' 'The amount then is 
that Justification by faith, through God’s free 
grace, means nothing more nor less than Jus­
tification by Christianity.
Now the moment a system of religion gets 
thus to rest in works for Justification before 
God, its strong tendency, unless fortuitously 
directed otherwise, is to run into reliance on 
external works, because they are tangible, and 
appreciable; they can be counted and distinct* 
ly grasped for refuge, while internal holiness 
is just the reverse. Hence, while all corrupt 
systems of Christianity, have talked much of 
inherent righteousness, inward holiness, &c., 
their real working, in the long run, has been 
most grossly to neglect the inward work of re­
ligion, and make the whole business of salva­
tion exist in external observances; and the 
more they have resulted in this, the more has 
the outward show of devotion increased, and 
the power and efficacy of external symbols 
and gestures been magnified.
All this is natural. We could make the 
whole aspect of our congregations at once as 
devout and prostrate in the dust, as that of a 
Romish Monastery, or a Mohammedan 
Mosque, or a Hindoo Temple, were we only to 
make them thoroughly to believe, as Papists, 
and Mohammedans, and Hindoos, that.by out­
works we are to make ourselves acceptable. 
But what, in such an experiment, we should 
gain, iii outward exhibitions of devotion, we 
should lose in that inward holiness, without 
which no man shall see the Lord. ‘TJ e are 
the circumcision,' (we are the true Christians) 
says St. Paul, ‘which worship God in ike 
Spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and put 
no confidence in the flesh.'
The first indication ol the VeudcTicy-Yefevred 
to, after adopting a righteousness of works, 
is to the undue magnifying of the office and 
efficacy of the Sacraments.
How this appears in Oxford Divinity, in 
comparison with its phases is that of Rome, 
wc now proceed to show.
For the topics of VIII chapter we must be content 
to annex the caption of contents.
‘Doctriilc of Orford Divinity further exhibited by its 
effects upon other Doctrines and Parts of Christiani­
ty.—Effects upon the doctrine of Orginal Sin; Tes­
timony of Jackson to the Peculiar Romanism of 
these results—Sin after Baptism—Mortal and Venial 
Sins—Tendencies of Oxford Divinity to the doc­
trine of Purgatory—to Prayers for the dead—Invoca­
tion of Saints—7'rasubstantiation—Working of Mir­
acles—Auricular Confession—Extreme Unbtion— 
Anointing at Baptism and Confirmation—Additional 
matters of restoration contemplated—Sacramental 
character of Marriage countenanced—Use of Romish 
Prayer Books and Rules of Fasting—Favor to Im­
age-Worship—Christian Holiness—Tradition; Why 
this topic reserved to the last--Extracts from the 
late Charge of Bishop Wilson.’
To be continued.
* That is called a.formal cause of Justification, in 
Romish Divinity,which contains that, in itself, which 
causes the person to be denoci inated just or right­
eous. ‘He alone is formally^pisl which hath that 
inherent in himself, by which he is denominated just, 
and so accepted of God: as Philosopheis deny the 
sun to be formally hot, because it hath no form of 
heat inherent in it, but only produceth heat in other 
bodies.’—Jackson’s Works, vol. i. p. 755. 
t Lect. p. 426.
the grant of gospel privileges,' is first degra- j simple and unpretending, and yet diffusing its 
sweetness every where ; like the costly oint­
ment which Mary poured over the head of her
The Life of John Wycliffe, D. D. By Margaret 
CoXfc, author of the, ‘ Young Lady's Companion,*
‘ Botany of the Scriptures,' ‘ Wonders of the Dap,' 
Visit to Nahant,' tfb. Isaac N. Whiting: Colum­
bus, Ohio. MDCCCXL. 12 mo. pp. 272.
It is a delightful and most valuable feature
of the several interesting works which have 
proceeded from the pen of Miss Coxe, that 
whatever she writes, is not only intended to 
promote true piety in the heart of the reader, 
but is adapted to this object by being every 
where pervaded with the most engaging spirit 
and grace of genuine piety. We know of 
very few writers, for the special instruction of 
the young, whose introductions of religion arc 
so natural, so much in place and character, so 
calculated to win and captivate, as well as to 
teach and edify the youthful mind;—in 
word, whose introductions of religion are so 
religious. Tme piety seems to invest and per 
meate her writings, as the atmosphere does
Saviour, and which filled all the house where 
he was sitting. Her ‘ Infant Brother, one of 
the little works for children, included under 
the et extra of the title above, is a little 18 
mo. book, published by the Protestant Epis­
copal Sunday School Union, and comprising 
about a hundred and fifty pages of the very 
sweetest and most touching lessons of youth­
ful piety. It would task the effort of a grown 
person to read that book without feeling his 
heart swelling with emotion, and his eyes 
growing too dim to read any more till the 
tears are wiped away. The ‘ Botany of the 
Scriptures,’ ‘Wonders of the Deep,’ and ‘Vis­
it to Nahant,’ the publication of the same Un­
ion, are books of natural history, in whieh 
the authoress selects such specimens of God s 
wisdom and goodness in the deep and on the 
dryland, as may he rendered attractive to a 
youthful mind, and by a connection of their 
physical peculiarities, with the tracing of the 
hand that made them, consults the double ob­
ject of promoting a disposition to search after 
and adore the goodness and wisdom of the 
Creator in all his works, and at the same tifne, 
to cultivate a taste for a study so tranquilizing, 
so refining to the mind, as that of natural sci­
ence. These works are neither too elevated 
in style and matter to be entirely intelligible 
to children, nor so exclusively adapted to chil­
dren as not to be highly interesting and instrucj 
t ve to their parents;
The largest work of Miss Coxe, is her 
‘Young Lady’s Companion,’ published by Mr. 
Whiting, of Columbus, and the sale of which 
we trust, will encourage that enterprising pub­
lisher to persevere in his diligent efforts to 
supply the West with a wholesome and reli­
gious literature. The first edition of this 
work was so favorably received, that the aid 
of stereotype plates has been since employed 
to facilitate the supply. What we want to 
see in an author of a ‘ Lady’s Companion,’ 
or ‘ Guide,’ or ‘ Own Book,’ is a genuine la­
dy—not a fashionable, but a Christian—not a 
thing made up according to some newspaper 
pattern, cut according to the newest inodes 
from London or Paris ; nor yet & sort of lady 
superinduced upon something of another sort; 
nothing artificial or stiff, as if striving to be 
very lady-like, doing it a-purpose, as the chil­
dren say ; but that which needs no purpose ; 
which cannot be any thing else; never knew 
any thing else in its own thoughts and waysv 
and has only to speak from its own corre*V 
feelings and habit's, to tell just what all ladies 
ought to be. We think we have seen in some 
books, intended to teach the young lady-idea 
‘how to shoot,’ strong symptoms of a deficiency 
in the bringing up of the writers. The impres­
sion produced, as to the refinement that dicta­
ted them, was net agreeable. It seemed a la­
dyship made up by recipe, rather than educa­
ted by gradual nurture from childhood ; some­
thing pul on, rather than grown into; invest­
ing the person more like the whale-hone fash­
ions of ladies’ costume, in the degenerate days 
of hoop, and corset, and boddice, and flounce; 
than like the graceful and flowing robes of the 
‘ holy women’ of ancient and simpler times- 
Nothing is more difficult than for a person who. 
has taken ladyship, not in the natural wtiy, 
hut by inoculation, so to speak and act, in all 
changes of place and circumstance, especially 
in writing a book on ladyship, as not to betray 
that origin of her own. It may have been ta-' 
ken more violently than if it had come more 
naturally, hut is all the worse for that. Jt is 
abouf as ditlicult. For an authoress, whose fit­
ness for her task has come in any such way, 
to write a, hook on such subjects as those of 
the ‘ Companion,’ (the mention of which has 
led to these remarks,) without showing by a 
something frequently, or a particular air some­
times, that her acquirements are not vernacu­
lar, as it is for an adult American to learn to 
speak French, n ithout betraying, by a false id­
iom at least, if not by a frequent limp in his 
pronunciation, insensible to himself, that the
tongue is not that to which he was born. True, 
a foreign tongue, though imperfectly learned,
is better than if it were not learned at all.__
And so the manners, and feelings, and tastes, 
and sympathies, and delicacies of mind and 
heart of a genuine lady, are better to be pos­
sessed in part, than not at all: better to be 
learned late in life than never; but then let 
not persons thus prepared suppose they are 
called upon to write books upon ladyship.
Wc are happy to say that these rer,i3rfcg are 
in no degree applicable to ‘The Young Lady’s 
Companion,’ by Miss Coxe.—They have 
been suggested by contrast, Her book gives 
the idea strongly of an author whose whole 
training, from first to last, inhabits of thought, 
and affection and feeling, has been precisely 
what the preparation of such a book required! 
and we think our young ladies will search in 
vain for a companion more calculated to pro­
mote good manners, through the nurture of pi­
ous affections, and elevated principles, and in 
union with practical, efficient character, strip­
ped of all sickly sentimentality, or tendencies- 
to unreal life.
The last work of this authoress, is that of 
which we have placed the title at the head of 
this article. The‘Life of Wycliffe,’ intend­
ed for the same class of readers as the ‘Young 
Lady’s Companion,’ but an interesting and in­
structive work for readers of either sex or any 
age, is inferior to none of the other produc* 
tions of the writer, in style, or care, or excel­
lence of spirit; while in point of reading and 
study for its preparation, it has required more 
labor than any of its predecessors^ The fol­
lowing extract from the preface exhibits thethe leaves on which they are printed. Where
there is an opening, it enters ; but not with I special object of the writer: 
art, or homiletic effort, but of its own nature,1 ‘ ln the present age of Christianity, the few
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reason to fear that the youthful members of 
our Protestant communities, receiving their 
privileges by inheritance, and with little per­
sonal effort, may become unmindful of their 
own great advantages, and lose much of the 
interest which they would otherwise have felt 
in the trials and conflicts of those who were 
the honored instruments in God’s hands, of 
delivering their church from the cruel bonds 
of Popery, simply because, never having stu­
died the subject, they have been unable to re­
alize the extent of that tyranny, or the char­
acter of their spiritual deliverers.
‘For these and other reasons, it has been 
thought advisable to commence for the benefit 
of our youthful readers, a series of biograph­
ical sketches of the most conspicuous actors 
in that great contest, which was for a long pe­
riod carried on openly between the disciples 
of a corrupted, and of a purer form of Chris­
tianity.
‘Circumstances have greatly changed since 
llie subject of the following memoir appeared 
on the stage of life, but we apprehend the con­
test between Romanism and Protestantism has 
not passed by, though it is at present waged 
more quietly and secretly, for 4 the spirit of 
Romanism is substantially the spirit of hu­
man nature. Its errors will be found to be the 
natural and spontaneous growth of the human 
heart; not so much the effect as the cause of 
the Romish system of religion.’
There are signs in the times which indicate, 
with no little clearness, that among the great 
events of the history of the Church ol Christ, 
which it is profitable for us, as Protestants, 
more especially to review and keep in mind, 
for doctrine, and reproof, caution, and en­
couragement, none since the first propogation 
of the gospel should be so prominent or famil­
iar in our minds, as the history of the Refor­
mation, reaching forward to the days of those 
great and solitary lights, such as Grosstete, 
Wycliffe, Huss, and Jerome of Prague—who 
seemed to torment Popery before its time, but 
were of great force in preparing the way for 
its being finally cast out of a great part of the 
‘ grievously possessed’ body of the visible 
church. It is well to be getting the lives of 
the reformers, and through them the doctrines 
of the Reformation, into the minds of the 
young. We would have them learn what Po­
pery is now, essentially, and must be forever, 
in proportion as it has room to manifest itself 
by seeing what it always has been, and espe­
cially what it was in that age, when if was 
first collected into one body of doctrine by 
the Council of Trent, and received the seal ol 
infallibility, as doctrine which always had 
been, and always will be, the creed of the 
Church of Christ.
The ‘Life of Wicliffe' is a handsome 12 mo. 
of 272 pages, in agreeable type. It may be 
confidently recommended as a profitable book 
to those whose historical researches are not 
such as to lead them to the forties solutionis 
the head-waters of history.
like ourselves, and then call this, ‘doing penance,’ 
and depart saying peace, peace, to our souls; but to 
exercise true repentance, ahi this is the task.
What then is true repentance? I answer in the 
words of Bishop Bloomfield, ‘it is a sense of our 
sins: and a conversion or turning from our sins to 
God, altogether constituting that which the original 
word indicates, a change of sentiments and feelings,’ 
or to quote from our catechism, it is that, ‘whereby 
we forsake sin.’ It is wrought in the heart by the 
Holy Ghost and in this blessed Being its power chief­
ly resides, and not as Rome teaches in the form of 
words used in absolution. For as Dr. So th, (ser­
mon, vol. vi. p. 263,) admirably expresses it, ‘if God 
gives not repenting grace there will be a hard heart 
and a dry eye, maugre all the poor frustraneoua en­
deavors of nature. A piece of brass may as easily 
melt or a flint be water itself, as the heart of man by 
any innate power of its own, resolve itself into a 
penitential humiliation. If God does not by an im­
mediate blow of his omnipotence strike the rock, 
these waters will never gush out.’ In true repen­
tance then, the Holy Ghost gives to the sinner a 
view of his sinfulness, guilt and misery; and melts 
the soul in godly sorrow. Tears may or may not 
flow from the eye, but streams of contrition gush 
from the heart; and the language of the lips is, Lord 
I am vile; O! save or I perish. The strong desire of 
the heart is, for deliverance not only from the pun­
ishment, but also from the dominion of sin; for it 
appears in its own native deformity and pollution. 
A holy revenge against all sin flashes from the eye as 
it gazes upon the wounds of the dying Saviour, and 
the determination is formed that in reliance upon 
the strength of grace promised, the life to come 
shall be devoted to Him, who ‘paid for us that price 
all other price beyond,’ and in whose all-sufficient 
merits the sin-stricken penitent seeks and finds par­
don and peace.
During the season of Lent, which has now com­
menced, the church calls her children to the duties 
of self examination, renewed repentance, more en­
larged faith, special prayer, and active benevolence: 
and as an aid to the practice of these duties, she en­
joins it upon us by fasting, to subdue the body and 
bring it into subjection. Bear it in mind, then, that 
the .abstinence now enjoined, is an auxiliary to the 
practice of Christian virtues and not in any sense a 
satisfaction for sins past. Let us now bewail our sins, 
humble ourselves in the dust before God and live 
more by finth than sense. Above all, let us press 
the throne of grace with entreaties for the effusion 
of the Holy Ghost, that this season of our ecclesias­
tical year, may be more abundant than ever, in the 
precious fruits of redeeming love,—and the spring 
time of life eternal to multitudes around us.
A GOOD NAME.
While it remains true that ‘a good name is rather 
to be chosen than great riches,’ it will be equally 
true that no rightly constituted mind can be indiffer­
ent to the favorable opinion of good men; and not 
less so, that no mind properly governed by Christian 
principles, can possibly commit the error of substi­
tuting the motive of human approbation,for tire pri­
mary and paramount motive of the divine approval.
Pater.
BOSOM-SIN.
llow often does some cherished bosom-sin suborn 
the understanding of Christian men to bear false wit­
ness against its avowed enemy, the rightful Owner 
of the house, who had solemnly learned it out, and 
waited only for its ejection, to enter and take pos­
session.
El)c Episcopal oDbscwer.
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PP.ESS.
CHRISTIANITY.
‘Christianiiy is not a theory, nor a speculation,
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Basnage, in his history of ijie Reformed churches, 
quotes the following words ofMorinus: ‘God who 
has granted to his church a great number of miracu­
lous gifts has done for her nothing more august, 
than the conferring on her authority to forgive. The 
Priests, seated on this tribunal, require from the peni­
tent an exact account of his past life, prescribe to 
him a rule for the time to come, and give him laws 
for the direction of his actions and thoughts; im­
pose upon him acts of penance more or less severe 
and changcallctcrnalpunishments into temporal pains.
Tell us if there be anything on earth more worthy 
ofadrniration.’ [I! J
The catechism embodying the decisions of Trent 
observes of penance: ‘to it belongs in so special a 
manner the efficacy of remitting actual guilt, that 
without its intervention we cannot obtain or even 
hope for pardon.’
The Council of Trent declares of penance that 
‘the substance and effect of this sacrament as far as 
relates to its power and efficacy, is reconciliation 
with God.’ Again, ‘The Holy council further 
teaches that the form of the sacrament of penance 
in which its power chiefly lies, resides in the words of 
the minister, I absolve thee,’ &c.
Again, ‘The acts of the penitent, namely contri­
tion, confession, satisfaction, are the matter as it 
were of this sacrament.’
Here we have it roundly asserted that penance, the 
power of which chiefly resides in the words of the 
Priest, of course only in a qualified sense,in the Holy 
Ghost, or the blood of Christ applied by faith, is a 
sacrament so august as to change eternal punish­
ments into temporal pains; so efficacious as to pro­
cure the remission of actual guilt, and so necessary 
as to be indispensable to salvation.
Now when pressed in controversy, the apologists 
for the church of Rome, deny what at first sight 
these expressions convey to the eye and mind of the 
reader, and qualify them by saying that acts ot pen­
ance do not of themselves procure the remission of 
the penalties due to sin; but still they hold as above, 
that they are a part of the satisfaction to be paid for 
the entire forgiveness of sin, and that whatever effi­
cacy they have, is derived fiom the satisfaction made 
by Jesus Christ. Here is the very bead and front of 
their heresy, viz. in holding penance or acts of pen­
itence to be satisfactions at all, in any sense or de­
gree, qualify it as they may. St. John 1 Epis. 1:/, 
declares, ‘the blood of Jesus Christ his Son clean- 
Bcth us from all sin.’ Now we ask, if we are cleans­
ed from all sin by the atoning blood of Christ, 
what need have we of any further cleansing? Can 
our tears invigorate the energy of his blood, or our 
sighs add intensity to his dying groan? No; for in 
that awful hour he declared ‘it is finished.’
Every attempt to amplify the grace of God, by 
the aids of human efforts, acts, or appliances, comes 
under the name of‘voluntary humility,’oi the inven­
tion of the will of man, and calls in question, just so 
far as these attempts are represented to be necessary, 
the perfect efficacy of the death of Christ. To speak 
of them, therefore as in any sense, no matter how it 
may be qualified, making amends for sin, is to dis­
parage the full efficacy of the death ofChrist and to 
. assert the very opposite of what St. John proclaims, 
in the passage which we have quoted. It is an easy
mutter to disfigure the face, to bend the knee, to re- f tionate inert 
ceive ashes on the head, to accuse ourselves of sin, 1 this irnmens
REVELAT10JI.
When the great features of Revelation are de­
tached from the livir.g context of Scripture, their 
life and purpose are by the very act, destroyed, 
and they become like the eyes of the Arena Pro- 
digiosa, clouded misroscopes, exagerating and dis­
torting all other objects.
VIRTUE----RIGHTEOUSNESS.
‘1 am not ashamed,’ said a profound and accurate 
thinker of the last age, ‘to confess that 1 dislike the 
frequent use of the word virtue instead of righteous­
ness in the pulpit. It sounds too much like Pagan 
Philosophy. The passage in St. Peter's Epistle is 
the only scripture authority that can be pretended 
for its use. 1 think it right therefore, to notice that 
that rests either on an oversight of the translators or a 
change of the meaning of the word since their time.’
of it, and what great good it does; but we trust it 
is doing a great deal ot good, and that great care is 
used to make it tell to the uttermost farthing upon 
the interests of religion.
But our waste places sigh. The desert thirsts and 
begs that it may begin to blossom. Our colleges 
and seminaries languish for want of funds. Our 
dioceses in the west have no support but of the 
most precarious and insufficient character for their 
Bishops: so that no clergy are more burdened with 
the cares of this life, than those who should be least 
so. Out of all the wants and desolations of this im­
mense portion of the United States, thronging with 
population, is heard a voice saying, with a degree of 
earnestness which we fear will do no good, ‘How en­
tirely might Trinity Church, in three years, relieve 
our dioceses and seminaries and colleges, of their par­
alysing burdens, and still remain as rich as ever. 
Only think! Well,let us think! Take the minmium 
estimate of her property as given above, flfteen mil­
lions'. suppose she receive only two per cent per an­
num on all. The income will be $300,000. Three 
years of thin will be $900,000. What would this 
accomplish? It would give $40,000 to each of the 
dioceses of Tennessee, Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Indiana, Missouri and Illinois, for the complete estab 
iishinent of a permanent Episcopal fund, so thaL 
their Bishops might give themselves ‘wholly to pray­
er and the ministry of the word.’ They have work 
enough without the care of getting bread. This 
would subtract $280,000. It would next give to the 
Theological Seminaries of Ohio and Kentucky, to 
the Episcopal Colleges of Missouri and Illinois, 
$70,000, each, for endowment, and save them from 
extreme embarrassment or a creeping existence for 
many years,and enable them to prosper and be great­
ly influential for religion and the church. This 
would subtract $280,000 more. But $340,000 ot 
the three year’s income remain. Give the Theolo­
gical Seminary of Virginia and the General Theologi­
cal Seminary, each $70,000. They need it. But 
$200,000 remain unappropriated. How shall we 
get rid of the troublesome burden? Or rather, how 
shall the stewards of God appropriate such a sum? 
Reserve $20,000 per annum for the current expenses 
(and probably it is enough) ot Trinity Parish with its 
two chapels; how many excellent and good enough 
country churches might be built witli the remainder 
and endowed each with a valuable glebe? All this, 
in three years! But when those years are ended, 
the income does not cease: on the contrary the pro­
perty is constantly becoming more valuable. Then 
let us take three years more. Give $300,000, if 
you please, to the building of the new Trinity 
Church, and perhaps it is as much as the claims oi 
the destitute parts of this country and of the world
w’ill allow, and even for that we should not quite 
like to be answerable altogether. But if others are 
willing, we only say, ‘let every man he fully per­
suaded in his own mind.’ What shall he done with 
the remainder? The Domestic and Foreign Mission­
aries could assist in the answer. Many poor clergy­
men, with large and destitute families, some next to 
beggary, could give a few hints. The means ol our 
ministry to cultivate their minds and improve their 
services and usefulness would be the better, could 
they purchase more books, 'l'lieir children would be 
much obliged could they be sent to some seminary 
of liberal education.
But all this supposes that the property of the cor­
poration is flfteen millions and does draw two per cent 
per annum. Supposing that nothing be known but 
that it is of immense value, and is for the church: 
we are often asked by persons who know this much 
about it, ‘what becomes of it? Where is ' he ap­
pearance of such great good having being done by it, 
as one would expect to see? Look at what is done 
by the smaller incomes of the Church Missionary 
Societies,and the Christian Knowledge Society, and 
the Cliurch-building Society, of England, and the 
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society, of our 
American Church. One sees and can form some 
idea of what their funds are doing.’ We wish there 
were any way of getting the means of a satisfactory 
answer to such good people. To say, ‘it is none ol 
your business,’ that it is a close corporation, which 
supplies its own vacancies and makes no reports 
and is not subject to our Conventions and is com 
posed of men of the highest respectability and in 
tegrity,’ does not satisfy. The answer is, ‘It is for 
the Church that the property was given, and as 
members of the Cliurcli, it would be satisfactory to 
us to know.’ Well, so indeed it would be. What 
we have no right to demand, it may be very right to 
spclifor. As to such matters, one likes to walk a 
little by sight, rather than faith only. People wan
to see the good that is done. They would have the 
pleasure of feasting their eyes upon the evidence that 
in such a stewardship as that refeied to. Iba taJ 
ents are gaining ‘ten talents more.’
PUBLIC SOULS----SELFISHNESS.
An old Prelate, Hacket, seldom quoted—and 
perhaps better remembered by Ui» ‘Roy-
ala,’ twice acted before James L, than by his dis­
courses, has here and there a passage displaying 
great force and insight. We do not deny that the 
following has some meaning applicable to the times. 
When will men begin to learn that ‘in all ages and 
in all countries self-seeking is the rule and self-sacra- 
fice, the exception.' Even in this age we are fain to 
confess that‘we want public souls, we want them.’
‘When every man is his own end, all things will 
come to a bad end. Blessed were those days [‘such 
days were never,’] when every man thought him­
self rich and fortunate by the good success of the 
public wealth and glory. IVe want public souls, we 
waul them. 1 speak it with compassion—there is no 
sin and abuse that affects my thoughts so much: 
every man thinks that he is a whole Commonwealth 
in his private family. Omnes quee sua sunt quasrunt. 
All seek their own.’
‘Yet, with the lamented exception of the lady of 
our principal missionary, the ReV. Dr. Savage, and 
to her fall, other causes contributed beside the in­
fluence of the climate, not one of our missionaries, 
or of those attached to it have fallen victims. Nor 
is this the only or most important evidence of the di­
vine favor.
‘A signal blessing has attended the spiritual labors 
of our missionaries, in the hopeful conversion of 
several adult natives, and of a considerable number 
of the young people under their charge.
‘Ought we not to regard with thankful hear s 
these manifestations of the goodness of our heavenly 
Father, and should they not prompt to a measure ol 
liberality, not only adequate to the continuance ol 
our mission at Cape Palmas on its present scale, but 
to an extension of our work along the coast, and into 
the interior, as divine Providence may open the way 
for our operations.
‘We have reason to rejoice in our possession, as 
the chief missionary, of such a man as Dr. Savage 
who besides the character of a gentleman of undoubt­
ed piety, talents and energy, is a skilful physicion
‘The Rev. Messrs. Payne and Minor and their la­
dies, and the Rev. Mr. Smith, together with three 
other white teachers, and three colored assistants, 
give great vigor and strength to the mission. Near 
80 children are under family care; while at the same 
tune the labors of a portion of the missionaries are 
Extended to three out stations at various distances 
from Cape Palmas.
‘Our mission has for its leading and principal ob­
ject the native Pagan population: hut in its conduct 
must necessarily he instrumental of good to the col 
ored emigrants from this country settled in its neigh­
borhood. In reference to the interests of both class­
es, we will seek to do them good, by sending out 
faithful and devoted men to preach to them a cruci 
fied Saviour, and accompany the advances to civili 
zation of the one, and the progress in self-govern­
ment of the other, with all the blessings of true and 
undefiled religion. We appeal to you in behalf of all 
our missions—pre-eminently in behalf of this. Near 
ly $4000 were recently required for sending out sup 
plies to meet its pressing wants. This we have been 
compelled to borro w, and our only recourse is to the 
benevolence of the church, to enable us to repay the 
loan. The self-denial, privations, and exposure to 
which our beloved brethren in Africa so cheerfully 
submit, entitle them to our sympathies and prayers 
and our pledge has gone forth, which we feel assur 
ed our brethren will enable us to redeem, that they 
shall be sustained. We beseech our brethren and 
friends, who have favored us with their presence to 
night, to remember in their prayers, and in their con 
tributions, the sable sons of Africa, and their friends 
the missionaries laboring for their souls.’
PROPERTY OF TRINITY CHURCH, NEW YORK.
‘We perceive,’says one of our leading eastern 
exchanges, ‘that a decision has been given in 
the case of the heirs of Anneke Jantz against the 
corporation of Trinity church, by the Court of 
Errors, in favor of the defendants. The contro­
versy has been in progress some ten or fifteen 
and involved an immense estate. Theyears,
Trinity church property amounts to between 
fifteen and twenty millions of dollars. It is 
managed by forty trustees, who appropriate $100,- 
000 as the Bishop’s fund, which makes his salary 
about $6,000 a year, besides prequisites. It is 
principally in real estate, and as the charter does 
not permit the corporation to hold over $100,000 
in money, the bulk of the income is invested in 
various kinds of productive securities as fast as 
collected. It is the richest corporation in Amer­
ica.’
Fifteen or twenty millions of property, in the 
hands of that corporation, for the single object cl 
promoting the kingdom of Christ. What a power 
for good, what a tremendous responsibility, what an 
awful stewardship has God placed in the hands of 
those Trustees! ‘Unto one he gave ten talents, to 
another five, to another one,’ butifthe one was cast 
out because he ‘hid his Lord’s money,’ how earnest 
must they of the ten be to present them with propor- 
We know not how the income of 
le is employed,and it is a little sin-
'and receive a delusive absolution from a poor morta J Igular that so little should be known of what becomes
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
We are deeply grieved lo know that the Treasury 
of the Foreign as well as the Domestic Committee 
of our Missionary Board, is so much embarrassed. 
A public missionary meeting was held in St. Thomas’ 
Church, New York, on Sunday evening, the 14th 
irist., of which a correspondent of the Episcopal Re­
corder thus speaks:
‘The meeting held in this city, in behalf of For­
eign Missions, was called by the Committee mainly 
to impress upon this community a fact, to which 
they would arouse the attention of their fellow 
Churchmen, viz: that our missions, instead of being 
sustained by money in hand, are henceforward de­
pendent, under God, upon the monthly and yearly 
contributions of the friends of missions. With those 
they must, to human apprehension, rise or fall. No 
parish, however small its aid, can withhold that 
aid, without affecting the great cause in which our 
Church has engaged.
‘The meeting was addressed by the Bishop of the 
Diocese, by the Rev. Drs. Milnor and Eastburn, 
members of the Foreign Committee, and by the Rev. 
Mr. Haight, a member of the Domestic Committee. 
The collection made at the close of the interesting 
services of the evening, amounted to $400.’
Of the Address of Dr. Milnor the Churchman 
speaks as ‘appropriate,’ ‘setting forth the exhausted 
state of the treasury, and the great demands which 
had been made upon it, the interesting and impor­
tant character of the missions, and the great need of 
exertion on the part of all to support the society in 
its present endeavors to send succor and assistance 
to the different stations. He mentioned the condi­
tions and claims of the missions of China, Crete, 
Athens, Constantinople, and Western Africa, and 
the design of the society to send more missionaries to 
Mardin, Crete, Texas, and West Africa.’
We cut from a report of Dr. Milnor's Address in 
the last Episcopal Recorder, the following paragraphs 
relating to our interesting Mission in Africa:
‘We have great encouragement for the pursuit of 
this singularly just and charitable enterpiise in the 
favor indicated towards it by that God to whom and 
whose glory wTe desire to consecrate all our labors. 
Africa has been called the white man’s grave: and 
it is not to be denied that the dangers of the first pro­
cess of acclimating is considerable to such emigrants 
while a subsequent prostration of the strength of 
those who survive it is not an unfrequent result of a 
continued residence under its burning sun.
SOCINIANISM 18 UNBELIEF 
The folllowing argument from ‘ Fuller’s Gospel 
its own witness,’ which we have condensed and 
slightly modified, is a suitable sequel to former para 
graphs on the same subject. Let profound believers 
as well as candid opponents, read it attentively, and 
brief as it is, we think it will make it clear, that to 
strike out the supreme divinity of our Lord Jesus 
Christ from the Christian system, is to change its es­
sence, and make it in fact ‘ another gospel.’ Al­
though the writer from whom we quote, speaks par­
ticularly of Socinians, it will be seen that his reason­
ing is equally applicable to Arians, or any others 
who deny the proper divinity of the Saviour. *
SOCINIANISM IS UNBELIEF. 
fuller's argument.
I think, it may safely be concluded, if 
there be any sentiments taught us in the 
'Testament in a clear and decided manner, this 
is one: That the Apostles and primitive 
preachers considered the belief of the gospel 
which they preached as necessary to the sal­
vation of those who heard it.
But, though it should be allowed that a be­
lief of the gospel is necessary to salvation, it 
will still be objected that Socinians believe the 
gospel, as well as others; their Christianity, 
therefore, ought not to be called in question 
on this account. To this it is replied, If what 
Socinians believe be indeed the gospel—in 
other words, if it be not deficient in what is 
essential to the gospel—they undoubtedly 
ought to be acknowledged as Christians; but 
if otherwise, they ought not. It has been 
pleaded, by some who are not Socinians, that 
we ought to think favorably of all who profess 
1 to embrace Christianity, in general, unless 
their conduct be manifestly immoral. But 
we have no such criterion afforded us in the 
New Testament; nor does it accord with what 
is there revealed. The New Testament in­
forms us of various ‘wolves in sheep’s cloth­
ing,’ who appeared among the primitive 
Christians; men who professed the Christian 
name, but yet were, in reality, enemies to 
Christianity; who ‘perverted the gospel of 
Christ,’ and introduced ‘another gospel’ in its 
place.
But these men, it is said, not only taught 
false doctrine, but led immoral lives. If by 
immoral be meant grossly wicked, they cer­
tainly did not all of them answer to that char­
acter. The contrary is plainly supposed in 
the account of the false apostles among the 
Corinthians; who are called ‘deceitful work­
ers, transforming themselves into the apostles 
of Christ. And no marvel; for Satan himself 
is transformed into an angel of light; there­
fore it is no great thing if his ministers also 
be transformed as the ministers of righteous­
ness.’ 2 Cor. xi. I would not here be un­
derstood as drawing a comparison between 
the false apostles and the Socinians. My de­
sign, in this place, is not to insinuate any 
specific charge against them, but merely to 
prove that if we judge favorably of the state 
of every person who bears the Christian name, 
and whose exterior moral character is fair, 
we must judge contrary to the Scriptures.
To talk of forming a favorable judgment 
from a profession of Christianity in general 
is as contrary to reason and common sense as 
it is to the New Testament. Suppose a can­
didate for a seat in the House of Commons, 
on being asked his political principles, should 
profess himself a friend to liberty in general. 
A freeholder inquires, ‘Do you disapprove, 
Sir, of taxation without representation?’ 
‘No.’ ‘Would you vote for a reform in Par­
liament?’ ‘No.’ ‘Do you approve of the 
liberty of the press’. Is it not common for
principles which are essential to it: and, if 
those in question be such, it cannot justly he 
imputed to pride or bigotry, it cannot be un­
charitable, or uncandid, or indicate any want 
of benevolence to think so. Neither can it 
be wrong to draw a natural and necessary 
conclusion, that those persons who reject 
these principles are not Christians. To think 
justly of persons is, in no respect, inconsist­
ent with a universal good will towards them.
It is not, in the least, contrary to charity to 
consider unbelievers in the light to which the 
Scriptures represent them; nor those who re­
ject what is essential to the gospel as rejecting 
the gospel itself.
The difference between us and Sodinians 
is not about the mere circumstantials of reli­
gion. It respects nothing less than the rule 
of faith, the ground of hope, and the object 
of worship. If the Socinians be right, we 
are not only superstitious devotees, and delu­
ded dependants upon an arm of flesh (Jer. 
xvii, 5,) but habitual idolaters. On the other 
hand, if we be right, they are guilty of refus­
ing to subject their faith to the decisions of 
heaven, of rejecting the only way of salva­
tion, and of sacrilegiously depriving the Son 
of God of his essential glory. It is true 
they do not deny our Christianity on account 
of our supposed idolatry; but for this no rea­
son can he assigned, except their indifference 
to religious truth, and the Deistical turn of 
their sentiments.
If the proper deity of Christ be a divine 
truth, it is a great and a fundamental truth in 
Christianity. Socinians, who reject it, very 
consistently reject the worship of Christ 
with it. But worship enters into the essence 
of religion; and the worship of Christ, accor­
ding to the New Testament, into the essence 
of Christian religion. The primitive Chris­
tians are characterised by their ‘calling upon 
the name of the Lord Jesns.’ The Apostle, 
when writing to the Corinthians, addressed 
himself ‘to the Church of God at Corinth, 
to them that were sanctified in Christ Jesus, 
called to be saints, with all that in everyplace 
called upon the name of Jesus Christ our 
Lord.’* That this is designed as a descrip­
tion of true Christians will not be denied; but 
this description does not include Socinians, 
seeing they call not upon the name of Christ 
The conclusion is, Socinians would not have 
been acknowledged, by the Apostle Paul, as 
Christians.
If the deity of Christ be a divine truth, it 
must be the Father’s will that all men should 
honor the Son in the same sense, and to the 
same degree, as they honor the Father; and 
those who honor him not as God will not 
only be found opposing the divine will, but are 
included in the number of those who, by re 
fusing to honor the Son, honor not the Father 
who hath sent him; which amounts to noth 
ing less than that worship which they pay 
to the Father is unacceptable in his sight 
If the deity of Christ be a divine truth, he 
is the object of trust', and that not merely in 
the character of a witness, but as Jehovah 
in whom is everlasting strength. This op 
pears to be another characteristic of true 
Christians in the New Testament. ‘In his 
name shall the Gentiles trust.’ ‘I know 
whom I have trusted, and that he 
able to keep that which I have committed un 
to him.’ ‘In whom ye also trusted, after y 
heard the word of truth, the gospel of your 
salvation.’ But, if it be a characteristic of 
true Christianity so to trust in Christ as to 
commit the salvation of our souls into his 
hands, how can we conceive of those as true 
Christians who consider him only as a fellow 
creature, and, consequently, place no such 
confidence in him?
If the death of Christ, as an atoning sacri 
flee, be the only way of a sinner’s salvation 
—if there be ‘no other name given under 
heaven, or among men, by which we must be 
saved’—if this be the ‘foundation which God 
hath laid in Zion’—and if no other will stand 
in the day of trial—how can we conceive 
that those who deliberately disown it, and 
renounce all dependence upon it for acceptance 
with God, should be yet interested in it? 
it supposable that they will partake of that 
forgiveness of sins which believers are said 
to receive for his sake, and through his name 
who refuse to make use of that name in any 
of their petitions?
who dearly loved what was truly primitive and apos­
tolic, as well in spirit, zeal, love and doctrines of 
grace, as in outward ordinances, were very fearful 
lest we might talk so much about the names as to 
overlook the things, and think we had the substance 
because we possessed its type, and take for granted 
that we were preaching a primitive and apostolic 
doctrine, with apostolic boldness, directness, and 
zeal for the glory of God and the saving of souls, 
because we were ahtborizod to do so by a primitive 
commission, under an apostolic seal.
But the ‘ fashion of this world passeth away’— 
Primiilie and Apostolic are fkst ceasing to be fashion­
able designations. If persons in certain quarters, 
taking thbif- lessons from certain other quarters, wish 
now to speak in the highest praise of a doctrine, an 
ordinance, a mode, a spirit, ft character, they are not 
likely to say, it is a primitive and apostolic doctrine, 
or order, &c.,—but it is Catholic, and this means it
• worthy of alt acceptation.’ Some time ago, the 
British Critic turned up his nose, with no little sig- 
nificancy, at the Reformation-savor of our church- 
name of 1 rotesidni Episcopal. He did not like either
ord: hot Protestant least. He was sure we should M 
grow so Catholic as to have no other name but Cath­
olic to indicate our faith or order. American, to tell 
where we dwell, be had no objection to. His predic­
tion was not lost. The ill-savo’r of Protestant Epis­
copal is getting lobe perceived even by American no­
ses. It is ultra-Protestant in the view of some, eveft
now, and as such, it is ‘ rank offence,’ and ‘smells or 
to heaven.’ Its monstrous crime is, that it puls us na 
Episcopalians, (I beg pardon for the name,) oni 
footing with ‘the sects,’ (not the churches, it would 
be most un-Catholic to call them so,) 1 the sects’— |on 
Presbyterian, &c., by which we are surrounded. A 
writer in a late number of an Eastern paper, is ex­
tremely affected with ‘chagrin,’ he says, because in 
former communication he inadvertently used the 
word Episcopalian. M e trust he«will be comforted.
The word is probably, even in the divinity ofOxford, 
of the class of ‘ venial sins,’ so that the doctrine of 
that school concerning sin after Baptism, will notap- 
ply to his case. But at least he has confessed. This 
being done, lie proceeds to complain with a most ex­
emplary indignation of our General and Diocesan 
Conventions for ‘ imposing that name upon ufi'/ 
faithfully, and without the fear of man, he Calls on 
those bodies to ‘ redress the wrong,’ speaks in praise 
of a Bishop of one of our dioceses, who, he is told,
writes himself, Bishop of the Catholic Chu/Ch in

















* Mr. Lindsey’s observation, that‘called upon the 
name of Christ,’ should be rendered, Called by the 
name of Christ, if applied to Rom. x. 13, would 
make the Scriptures promise salvation to every one 
that is called a Christian. Salvation is promised 
all who believe, love, fear, and call upon the name 
the Lord\ but never are the possessois of it. described 
by a mere accidental circumstance, in which they 
are not voluntary, and in which, if they were ther 
is no virtue.
CATHOLIC---- PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL.
To those who have been accustomed for the last 
year or two, to read the British Critic or the Brit 
ish Magazine, the Oxford nomenclature of Catholic 
ism has ceased to be a novelty—though, as will be 
seen from the following, it has not ceased to be laugh 
ed at. We had hoped that there would be found 
among us sobiiety of judgment and taste enough
eschew these un-protestant shibboleths. Our corres 
pondent's ‘Nibble at Names,’ as he facetiously calls 
it, in honor of a certain ‘ Babble about books,’ may 
help some people to their Protestant senses.
to
NIBBLE AT NAMES.
Editors of the Western Episcopal Observer:
If a writer in a late Churchman, whose ini
tials teach us the high place from which he dates 
has set us the example of entitling his paper 
Babble about Books-,' perhaps you will allow me the 
humble name of ‘A Nibble at Names.’
Names, we all know, are potent. Give a tiling 
bad name, and its condemnation is half done. Give 
thing a good name, and its fortune is half made. Call 
any thing in religion primitive, and it may well take 
its claims to their reverence to be established; call 
Catholic, and the sin of schism, in not enlisting un 
der its banner, will seem to such persons a matter 
course. A prodigious effort is now being made
some quarters lo get the name Catholic into common
of
men to admit that in the gross which they
deny in detail? The only question that can 
fairly be urged is, Arc the doctrines which So­
cinians disown (supposing them to be true) 
of such importance that a rejection of them 
would endanger that salvation?
It must be allowed that these doctrines may 
be what we consider them, not only true, but 
essential to Christianity. Christianity like 
every other system of truth, must have some









names which contain within them the memorial 
the Reformation from Popery, and are calculated 
keep us always in mind, that whatever else we may 
be, we are not Roman Catholics, and however else 
we may differ from others, who are no more Roman 
ists than ourselves, we are like them in our common 
feature, that we are Protestants. It used to becus 
tomary among us to hear the changes rung inces 
santly upon the words ‘ Primitive and Apostolic,' as 
applied to our church peculiarities ; so that many
avows his adherence, come what may, to the name 
of the Church in the Apostles’ creed, and claims his 
ight to be known as ‘a Catholic,’ and not as an 
Episcopalian, far less, as a Protestant Episcopalian—
1 rocul esle profani! Who could be so profane as to 
call him a Protestant Episcopalian, after he has wit­
nessed such a confession? But feathers tell the way 
of the wind. One cannot but ask, what is in the 
wind, which these feathers indicate ? If it be too 
much conformity to the Protestant sects around us, 
to he called Protestant Episcopalians, may it not be 
a suspicious leaning towards Roman Catholicism, to 
be so zealous to be called Catholics ? We are Cath­
olics— we venerate the name, and love the use of it 
in its place', and will not surrender it to the exclu­
sive use of a church which has almost strangled it 
with the peculiarities of Romanism. But we love 
also the name of Protestant Episcopalian. It means 
that while, as Christians, we are Catholics ; as Bible- 
christians, we are not Roman-Catholics, but on the 
contrary, are descendents in the direct line of the 
faith, from the Protestant age and Church whose 1 
martyred Arch-bishop (Crantner) declared it for hit 
dying confession : ‘ As for the Pope, /refuse him, as 
Christ’s enemy, and Anti-christ, with all his false doc­
trine.’ To drive this name into disgrace, and sub 
stitute Catholic, may be a convenience to such re- 
formers as a correspondent in the Jan. No. of the 
London Christian Observer, who tells the editor that 
he exactly agrees with the Oxford Tracts, and ‘for 
his part, loves the Church of Rome, and would willing­
ly make nearer approaches to her than the writers oj 
the Oof ord Tracts appear desirous of doing.’ Bui 
for the very reason that the change would gratify 
the Roinanish tendencies of such disciples of the 
Oxford Tractarians, as the above, does adherence U 
our old name become the more imperative.
Names are given for distinction—some to distin­
guish the genus, others the species. One of our ge­
neric names is Catholic. It means that our church 
is that one universal church, which is for all nations 
and all ages. And if Christians were not divided up­
on questions which do not effect essentially the be 
ing of their church-membership, that name would 
suffice. But as some are Catholics of one kind, and 
others of another kind; as the genus has its species, 
we must have specific names to distinguish them 
Hence some Catholics are Romanists, others Prot­
estant Episcopalians, others Presbyterians, &c. 
the Holy Catholic Church invisible, which has its 
members in Heaven as well as on earth, all are inclu 
ded who believe in, and love and follow the Lord Je 
sus Christ. In the Holy ‘Catholic Church visible, 
hereon earth,’ are only those who have been admit­
ted into Christ's visible kingdom, by his appointed 
visible ordinance of baptism; and multitudes arc 
Catholics in this sense who are not in the other.
Now let us suppose the writer Who so indignantly 
disavows the specific name of Protestant Episcopal­
ian, and claims to be called only Catholic, to be ask­
ed by some plain western yankee: ‘Stranger, what'i 
your religion ?’ He answers, ‘lama Catholic.’—
‘ Ah, so then you hold lo the Pope, and may be, as 
you seem to be a priest, you could give a poor hoo­
sier a lift with an indulgence, or an absolution or 
two, if it would’nt cost too much.’ ‘ You mistake 
me sir, I am no Romanist—I mean by Catholic, the 
Universal Church.’ ‘Oh, now I understand you, 
only I did’nt remember that the Universalists called 
themselves Catholics—I might have known, I sup. 
pose, for there’s a plenty of them in these diggins. 
Howsomever, it’s all one, for the way the Catholics 
manage with their Purgatory, and Absolution, and 
Indulgencies, and Masses, for the dead, seems to come 
just about in the end to the Universal doctrine of all 
being saved at last—at least I can’t see but a Catho­
lic that swears and cuts up, just as he pleases, so that 
he only keeps to his church, thinks himself as well 
off as any Universalist.’ ‘But my friend, yon don’t 
understand me. I am no Universalist.’ ‘Why sure!
A Universal-Catholic, and neither a Catholic nor 
Universalist! Weil then, stranger, if it a’nt saucy,
will you just say, in plain words, what you are._
What doyou hold to in religion ?’ ‘I hold to the 
Catholic Faith, the faith which the Catholic Church 
has held ever since the Apostles.’ ‘Stranger, do 
you mean to insult a plain man, or are you ashamed 
of what you believe, and want to hide it under vvordt 
which an honest man can't understand ? Maybe 
you mean that you hold a universal religion, without 
any particular religion ; the Christian religion, with­
out believing in any one doctrine more than another. 
Now Pin not quite so simple as you think. I’ve 
dipped into these things a little. I’ve read the As­
sembly Catechism, and I’ve seen there what’s calk 
ed the Apostles' Creed, that makes the Presbyterians 
say they believe ‘in the Holy Catholic Church.
Once I picked up something of the Methodists’ that 
had the same. I own a prayer-book of the Episco. 
palians, and they say the very same. And then the 
Roman Church is full of it. Nov/ here is Methodist, 
Episcopalian, Presbyterian and Roman, all calling
®t)e Western (Episcopal ©bsevoct. a
^emselves Catholics ; and so I suppose they are, 
Lut they are something else besides, that keeps them 
j-rom being all of one family, while they are all as 
^ou may say, of the same nation. Now I want to 
J0ow where you belong, what family of Christian 
%ople you are of. You keep saying you are a Cath- 
,jic. You might as well say you arc of the univer- 
(d family of Adam.’ ‘ I cant help it, my friend ; 
fjavebeen used, to be sure, to being called a Protes- 
tant Episcopalian, and many of my brethren have no 
objection to that name; but if I were to allow it, 
bouldfeel deeply condemned and chagrined, because 
would make me seem somewhat like the Protest- 
nt sects of this country. Catholic is my name.- 
t;atholic is my faith. The Reformation 1 do not 
vVn—Protestantism I hate. It is anti-Catholic.’ 
jMi ! I see,’ answers the western yankee. ‘ Now 
p you have no particular liking to the name of Cath- 
jic, because it makes you seem nearer to the Roman 
Catholics; if it’s only to have the universal, and get 
rid of the particular; especially if you want to drop 
X1I modern names, and get back to the times of the 
Apostles, when there were no Presbyterians and 
Methodists, &c., I can give you a little information 
hat may be of service. You are a sti anger in these 
,arts.—But there is a sect of poeple that call them- 
elves Christians, hereabouts. They did nt like all 
hese names of sects : they wanted to be like the 
rst disciples. The Bible was creed enough for 
hem. They did’nt interpret the Bible as this sect 
that, or any way in particular. So they took the 
,ame of Christians. I suppose it means as much as 
your Catholic or Universal, for their religion seems 
to be universal enough for any body. A man has 
only to have no creed but the Bible, and to hold no 
one thing more than another to be the doctrine of 
the Bible, and he is a worthy member of that socie- 
If you ask one of them what he is, he answers, 
fam a Christian,' just as you say you are a Catho- 
If you push him further, and ask what partic­
ular faith he holds to, he answers, ‘ /believe the chris- 
ian faith,' just as you shy you believe the Catholic 
faith. Now I advise you to change your name—call 
yourself a Christian. The name is scriptural ; that 
3f Catholic is not. By the name of Christian all 
the disciples of Christ were first called. It is more 
niversal than Catholic. Besides, it tells a plainer 
tory. You may be a Catholic and a heathen—for
ganism was once a religion ; but you cannot be a 
Christian without possessing Christianity. Still, 
tranger, I cannot promise that you will not be dis- 
ppointed, even in the name I have suggested. For 
Catholic is now a name for a sect, so is that of 
Christian become. These good people have been 
made particular, by their very MiritMrsaZiZy, and their 
Catholic name is now just as sectarian as any other. 
They are called Christians by all other people, mean­
ing that they are Christ-ian Christians, as you are an 
Episcopalian Christian. And the noparticular-crecd 
of these people, is their particular and distinguishing 
one, just as I’ve heard tell of some philosophers of 
old times, who were such universal infidels that they 
believed nothing but that nothing was to be believed, 
ntld Were as much distinguished by that creed, as if- 
they had professed one as long as the Assembly’s 
Confession ofFaith.’
On the whole, Messi's. Editors, While I like the 
name of Catholic, because it is primitive, add speaks 
the nature of this dispensation of the church, as be­
ing for all men and all time; and While I like, 
much more than all names, that of Christian, as 
u ally Catholic, more expressive and distinctive, 
more primitive and aposlolic, and exclusively scrip­
tural ; I like also that of Episcopalian, because it 
connects us, in point of older, with the church of the 
Apostles ; and I like also, very much, the name of 
Protestant, because it marks us off, in company with 
Luther and Cranmer, and a host of godly martyrs 
and confessors, from all sympathy with Romanism.
I therefore sign myself,
Yours, &c.,
Protestant Episcopal.
The Rev. Dr. Turner, Professor of the Interpre­
tation of Scripture, &c. has in press a commentary 
on the Book of Genesis. The sound learning and 
piety of Professor Turner, as well as his great mod­
esty and circumspection in reference to the press, 
are a pledge, that lie is about to give us in this crit­
ical commentary the results Cf his patient and well 
matured labors for many years.
t
CINCINNATI & LOUISVILLE.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1841.
‘2T|)e form anti pressure of tfje lEftne.”
f”*»* It will gratify our distant readers to know 
that in Cincinnati and Louisville alone, the increase 
of our subscription-list since the commencement of 
the Observer under its present auspices, has been 
over two hundred. The steady increase from 
other parts of our field is also encouraging. It 
would however, greatly strengthen our hands, if in 
every parish and mission of the west, an effort were 
zealously made by our brethren of the clergy thus early 
in the volume, to raise the subscription to at least Jy- 
teen hundred. This number is necessary to place the 
paper on a strong and stable basis.
The Young Lady’s Museum, edited by the \oung
Ladies of the Georgetown (Ky.) t emale Colle­
giate Institute.
'Pliis periodical appears to he very little known on 
this side of the Ohio, though at present published 
by J. B. A R. P. Donogh, Cincinnati. The typo­
graphical execution is very neat. I hough the idea 
of such a work being edited by ‘Voung Ladies, 
while at school, is not to our taste, we are happy to 
commend it to the attention of those who are cu­
rious to see how well school girls can write. A 
Museum, literally speaking,is always a repository of 
curiosities, and ought to be considered as having a 
claim upon the attention of the curious.
The Lady’s Book for March is laid upon our ta­
ble this morning. Writers of the present number, 
Mrs. Sigourn&y, Professor Walter, Miss Brown, 
Park Benjamin, T. S. Arthur, Miss Leslie, Shelton 
McKenzie, W. G. Simmes, Miss Lewis, &c.
The engraving of the March number—'•Mathe­
matical Abstraction,’—is from the burin of Dick.and 
one of his best things.
Tiie Lady’s Repository and Gatherings of the
W Esr.
The second number of this newMethodist Month­
ly is, to our taste and judgment, a decided advance 
upon the first,—though of that we took pleasure in 
expressing a highly favorable opinion.
ITEMS.
The Philadelphia Sentinel states that on applica­
tion of A. Miiler, the Bank of the United States has 
been cited to appear before Judge King to show 
cause if any, why its charter should not be forfeited 
for refusing to pay specie for certain notes.
A young man in Crawford county, Va. was recent­
ly fined $1200 for breach of promise of mairiage.
The Augusta (Georgia)Conslitionalist of the 20th 
inst. announces the resumption of specie payments 
by the Banks of that city on the 1st inst.
Mr. William Shephard, temporary conductor of 
the mail train of cars on the Baltimore and Ohio 
Rail-Road, was recently killed at Frederick, by fall­
ing off from one of the cars upon the track.
On Tuesday of week before last, Dr. 
JohnF. Bradde, charged with robbing the U. 
S. mail, was discharged from the Pittsburgh 
jail bound in the sum of $60,000, and 22 of 
his neighbors from Uniontown in the same 
acount, for his appearance at Court.
The Iowa News gives the name of Dacotah 
Territory to a portion of the county now with­
in its bordcis, and which it says will be for­
med into a distinct territory when I owa comes 
to be admitted into the Union.
The Boston Post says the majority of the 
committee on the destruction of the Ursuline 
Convent, have reported leave to withdraw 
the petition of indemnity. The minority 
made a Counter report.
The New Haven Register says: ‘Perhaps it 
is not generally known, that any citizen in­
tending to travel in Europe, can procure a 
passport free of charge, from Washington. 
He has but to leave the necessary directions 
with a Collector or Postmaster, and it is their 
duty to procure the document.
A temperance Inn has been opened in Balti­
more, in Pratt street, called the American 
Hotel
perance friends, who travel that way
Dr. White, the physician of the Methodist 
mission on the Columbia river, Oregon Terri­
tory, died of a compound fracture of the 
thigh, soon after their recent arrival.
Hon: William Bartlet, the munificent friend 
of Andover Theological Seminary, died at 
Newburyport, Mass., on the 8th inst. at the 
advanced age of 93.
The Rev. Dr: Bangeg of Ne’.v York, has been 
elected to the Presidency of the Wesleyan Univer­
sity, Middletown, Conn.
Of one thousand patients admitted to the Hartford, 
(Conn.) Retreat for the Insane, four hundred and 
fifty have been restored to their friend? in perfect 
health.
The Grand Jury of Lockport have found an in­
dictment against McLeod for murder.
Two little girls were burnt to death in Louisville, 
last week, by their clothes taking fire.
On the IGth, a disgraceful mob occurred at Cleve­
land.
The New Cabinet.—-Webster, Secretary of State} 
Ewing, of the Treasury; Bell, of War; Badger, 
of the Navy; Granger, Post Master General; Crit­
tenden, Attorney General.
Florida IVar.—At the latest advices from the Sec­
retary of the Florida war, the Indians were coming 
in rapidly. Animating expectations of peace are en­
tertained.
Lost:-—The Sun! of four hundred and forty five 
dollars belonging to the American Colonization So­
ciety, forwarded from Louisville in March last, has 
been recovered, and paid to the Secretary.
Murderers taken.—Two persons were apprehended 
at St. Louis on the 25lh uit., on suspicion of having 
participated in the murder of Mrs. Van Harteri.
lions. But we know also what is due to the 
feelings of the community; and we should do 
injustice to the gratitude of the many, if we pas­
sed in silence these continued acts of large be- 
nificence.
Pens sy Iranian.
POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
The Jouranl of Commerce gives the census 
returns from 19 States, as follows: Main, 501, 
796; New Hamshier, 284,431; Vermont, 291,845; 
Massachusetts, 737,786; Connecticut, 310,131; 
Rhode Island, 108,837; New York, 2,432,835; 
New JefSey, 373,272; Pennsylvania, 1,850,000; 
Delaware, 78,120; Maryland, 467,366; Ohio, 1,- 
515,695; Michigan, 211,705; Indiana, 683,314; 
Illinois, 334,000; Arkansas, 95,642; District of 
Columbia, 43,712; South Carolina, 594.439; Total, 
11,767,911.
The Increase of population in 19 Slates and 
the District since 1830, is 3, 300,000. If the 
remaining Stales and Teritories give an increase 
of a million, as they doubtless will, the popula­
tion of the United States will amount, in round 
numbers, to seventeen millions. According to 
present appearances, it is as likely to exceed 
this number, as to fall below it. In 1830, it was 
12,886,920: in 1820, 9,633,131; in 1810, 7,239- 
814; in 180d, 5,305,925; in 1790, 3,929,827.
Sailing of Missionaries.—On Wednesday’ 
last, Rev. J. P. Alward and his wife, embark­
ed here on board the Rudolph Groning, for 
Cape Palms, and are to be joined at Norfolk, 
Va., by’ Rev. C. C. Canfield and his wife, 
thence to proceed to Western Africa, as Mis­
sionaries under the care of the Presbyterian 
Board of Foreign Missions. They’ are ac­
companied by Celia Vantine, a colored girl, 
who goes out as a teacher, and also by Mr. 
Abraham Miller, a native of Africa, who has 
been for some time in this country. The 
location of this mission is to be at Settra 
Kroo, abeut one hundred miles northwest of 
Cape Palmas.—N. Y. Observer.
The Marseilles Hymn.—This much admired 
and highly popular song was the production of 
Rougch de Lille, in 1791, at Strasbourgh. His 
commanding officer, Marshal Luckner, wished a 
soul-inspiring song to animate his troops, who 
were to march on a certain expedition early in 
the morning. De Lille was requested to prepare 
one,late in the preceeding evening,and accomplish­
ed his task and set the words to music before the 
march commenced. It was afterwards called by 
its present name, from being played by a body of 
troops entering Paris from Marseilles. Louis 
Philippe patronised De Lille from his accession 
to the throne, till,the death of the poet, which 
occurred in 1833.
Eastern paper.
Xiccturca oi M»j. Tochinan.
We take pleasure in inviting the attention of our 
readers of Cincinnati, to the following resolutions 
of May Tochman’s audience at Granville,—and to his 
introductory Lecture at the Hall of Cincinnati Col­
lege, this evening, at 7 o’clock. The subject of his 
Lecture this evening will be ‘ the early history of 
Poland.’ Maj. Tochman is well accredited as a Po­
lish nobleman of distinguished woithand ability.
Lectures on Poland—by Maj. Tochman.
Granville, Jan. 8, 1841.
At the conclusion of the series of Lectures on the 
history of Poland, delivered to the citizens of Gran­
ville, by Major Tochman, a Polish exile—on motion, 
Rev. S. A. Bronson was called io the Chair, and A. 
P. Prichard appointed Secretary.
The following resolutions were offered by Mr. M. 
French, as expressive of the feelings and views of 
those who had listened to Major Tochman’s lectures;
Resoletd, That we tender to Major Tochman our 
thanks for the intellectual gratification we have de­
rived from his very interesting Lectures on the his­
tory of his native country.
Resolved, That both he and his countrymen in exile 
and in Poland, have our warmest sympathy, and that 
we cannot cease to hope for their restoration to the 
blessings of a prosperous and independent nation, so 
kng as we remember the praiseworthy services of 
their Pulaski and Kosciusko, in behalf of our present 
independence.
Resolved, That we regard the cause of Liberty in 
Poland, as essentially identified with the freedom of 
all Europe.
Resolved, That a copy of the above resolutions, 
signed by the Chairman and Secretary, be given to 
Major Tochman. and also forwarded for publication 
to the Newark Gazette and Ohio State Journal.
S. A’. BRONSON, Chairman.
A. P. Prichard, Secretary.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen. 
Music with use of piano $15. French $7 50 
Drawing Cg per quarter.
At the suggestions of several friends of the insti­
tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres­
sion of the country the following propositions are 
made—1. A deduction of ten per cent will be made 
on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the 
third year, of twenty per cent on the subsequen. 
years.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more 
years leaving the time of tlieirattendance to the sev­
eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the 
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including 
washing amounting as the several items do to about 
$160,) will be «I50.
3. When three or mdre daughters of one family 
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per 
cent will be made on all their bills.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu­
pils from the same neighborhood, n deduction of fif­
teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when 
the number is more than ten, a deduction ol twenty 
per cent. One hundred dollars must be paid at the 
beginning of every term; and all money for the use 
of the pupils must be left with the Principal. No bills 
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the 
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close 
of any term, a draft w.ll be drawn and the expenses 
charged. Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain, 
Principal teacher and Head of the family, St Ma­
ry's Hall.
Burlington, N. J.
The Rev. Charles C. Townsend, is a Special 
Agent for this paper.
D. Brunner, Esq., is the Agent for the Observer at 
Baltimore, Md.
Mr. David K. Cady, corner of Walnut and Fifth 
Streets, and Mr. Stanhopf. J. Rowe, at the Mechan­
ics’ and Traders’ Bank, West Third Street, Cincin­
nati, will receive subscriptions to the Observer from 
those who may find it inconvenient to call at the pub­
lication office.
Church and Parlor Organs.
GEORGE JARDINE, Organ Builder, Anthony street, corner of Broadway, New York, manu factures at reasonable charges, all kinds and sizes o 
Church and Parlor Organs. Also, Church Organs 
with Barrel and the regular Finger-key'd Movements 
combined, of inestimable utility in country churches, 
where Organists cannot always be procured. These 
instruments are in very general use in the country 
churches throughout England.
For superiority of construction and tone, he refers 
to thefollowing testimonials;
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the 
best Organ, 1838.
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the 
best Organ, 1839.
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for 
the best Organ, 1839.
New York.
Receipts for the Western Episcopal Observer,
Since J/ebcunvu 20, 1841.
Jas. J. Butler, Cincinnati, O.no, Paid to No. 52, Vol XI, S2 50
Martha S. Kinney, Portsmouth, “ “ “ 52, “ XI, 2 DO
A. C. Davis, «« a “ “ 62, XI, 2 50
J. Dennis, S. Bloomfield, “ u « 52, « XI, 2 50
Rsv. J. Henshaw, Cadiz, “ « 62, “ XI, 2 50
Benjamin Adams, Dresden, “ “ 52, « XI. 2 50
Mr. Llewellyn, Louisville, Ky. « «< 52t « XI, 2 50
J. A. Reed, « U “ “ 52, “ X!, 2 50
Mr. Vanmeter, « B «< u 62, “ XI, 2 50
Miss A. Hendrick, « « .1 <1 52, It XI, 2 50
James Morrison, Indianapolis, la. u u 52t U XI, 2 50
Jas. B. Buehler, B « Il II 62, II XI, 2 50
Jas. M. Moore, « “ 52, “ XI, 2 50
J. B. McChesney, “ « 62, “ XI, 2 50
Rev. Mr' Smith's Arabic Tyoc.—A gen­
tleman atLeipzig, writing to a friend in this 
country, and speaking of the Arabic type cast 
at thaf place under the direction of the Rev. 
Eli Smith remarks—
‘This type still excites much interest. 
Last summer, Mr. Richard Watts, in London, 
wrote to me about it. The head librarian of 
the Royal Library in Dresden, Dr. Falnen- 
stend, has also very honorably mentioned it, 
and given the whole history of it in a splendid 
work which he edited, at the jubilee of the 
invention of printing. He and his publisher 
also entreated me to give them a little sample 
of the type.’—N. Y. Observer.
A learned clergyman, in Maine, was accost­
ed in the following manner, by an illiterate 
preacher who despised education: ‘Sir, you 
have been to College, I supposeds’ ‘Yes sir,’ 
way the reply. ‘I am thankful,’ rejoined the 
former, ‘that the Lord has opened my mouth 
to preach without any learning.' ‘A similar 
event,' replied the latter, ‘took place in Ba­
laam's time, but such things are of rare oc­
currence at the present day.’—N. Y. Ob-
This will be glad news to our Tern- scrve)'
NOTICE.
The managers 6f the Louisville Protestant Epis 
copal Orphan Asylum, finding the impression is gen 
eral, that there are as many children under thei 
care as can be accommodated, take this method o 
informing the public, that they are prepared to re 
ceive such applicants as come within the design o 
the Institution.
Application to be made to any of the managers.
I. M. BUSS Ell. Ij, 
EXCHANGE BROKER,
JVest Third Street,
Feb. 27, 1841. ffitnctniintf, ©I)fo-
Ctold mid Silver.
ANTED by
I. M. BISSELL. 
West Third Street.
w ludianu Scrip.ANTED by I. M. BiSSELL. 
West Third Street.
Ctirreucy.
CONSTANTLY purchased and for sale by,I. M. BISSELL: West Third Street.
Sperm Vi'il.
J UST received a superior article of Bleached Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use.For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
Jubilee College.
THE preparatory department of this institution will be opened for the reception of students on thefirst day of January, J841.
The following extracts from the address made by
Bishop Chase at the laying of the corner stone of 
the chapel and school house, will be explanatory of 
the character of the institution, and of the course 
of studies which will be inaiilly insisted upon:
‘Man being immortal, to make him wise for this 
world is not worth the pains, but to make him wise 
unto eternal life is worthy of all efforts. This is the 
great truth which formed the basis of the motives 
and prompted to the present undertaking, and with­
out which the same would never have been made. 
The nature of the institution whereof the founda­
tion and corner stone is now to be laid, is theologi­
cal—its end is the salvation of the souls of men bj' 
means of a Christian education.. It is to be a school 
of the prophets—ministers of the Gospel are to be 
trained here. This is its primary object, and with­
out attaining this it fails of its end, which end, there­
fore; is never to be emerged in any other. Persons 
of all liberal professions in. the arts and sciences are 
also to be taught here, provided they be willing to 
be taught the religion of the God of Christians— 
Father, .Son and Holy Ghost—the Eloirn—the 
Jehovah.'
In furtheranceof these views of the founder, con­
stant and unremitted efforts will be used, not mere­
ly to develop the intellectual faculties, but also to 
cultivate the moral and religious affections; all stu­
dents therefore will receive, daily instruction from 
the Bible, and attend the services at the chapel.
The course of the students in the arts and sciences 
will be extensive and thorough; embracing the lan­
guages, mathematics, philosophy and belles-lettres.
All students will board with the teacher, and be­
come for the t ime being members of his family— 
thus securing a constant and parental supervision.
TERMS.
The Academical year will be divided into two ses­
sions of twenty weeks each. Forty dollars per ses­
sion will be charged for board and tuition.
Bed, bedding and towels, in all cases must ba fur­
nished by the student.
Washing <ind lights furnished by the institution 
and charged at reasonable prices.
AH books and stationery furnished, by the institu­
tion; to meet whicH expense, as well as the contin­
gencies of washing and lights, the sum of $10 will be 
required in advance.
No student will be received until the current ex­
penses of the session are advanced, viz. $50.
By order of
PHILANDER CHASE, Bishop of Illinois,
Peoria Co., Dec. 7, 1840.
king with the engagement that he will write for every
number of the proposed Magazine, the Rector is en­
couraged to submit his plans to the community at 
large, in the confidence that in the circle of his as­
sociates aud correspondents, he is surrounded by all 
the zeal, experience andt alent requisite for im
parting permanent value to such a publication._
It is emphatically called for by the growing interest 
of this section of the Union in the whole subject of 
female education upon the best and soundest princi­
ples.
We are bound within no narrow limits, A sub- 
ect wider in its range than that which lies before us, 
cannot be suggested ; and in seeking to give interest 
as well as usefulness to our woik, we can be at no 
loss for topics. “ The world is all before us, where 
to choose.” Religion, whether in its Own purity 
and loveliness, or ns connected with letters, and 
sanctifying while it elevates the aspirations and de­
velopments of genius ; the fireside circle, the seat 
of the purest affections and the chief nursery of all 
that graces and adorns our world ; the school, re­
deemed from the tyrranny of dogmatism and made 
the scene of courtesy, dignity and refinement, un 
less thkn of far-reaching thought, sound learning 
and skill in the management and mastery of the 
passions; in fine, all that is praiseworthy in the 
spirit of our wonderful age,—its enterprise, its cour­
age, its grasp after the highest attainments in art; 
science and invention,—so various and illimitable 
are the fields trom which our topics and illustrations 
are to be gathered. Whatever may contribute to 
control the imagination, to expand the mind arid to 
elevate the aims of the young,—
u To raise Ihe genius and to mend the heart.” 
we shall gladly welcome to our pages. Our aim is 
to difl'use sound and conservative views ofi all topics 
connected witli the improvement of society, and 
more especially with the education and instruction! 
of the future mothers of our land, upcTi whose wise’ 
and faithful execution of their high trust, bur nation­
al prosperity more immediately depends tliaft upbn 
any other human instrumentality.
TERMS.
The Guardian will be neatly printed on a laree 
double medium sheet of fine paper, each number 
containing sixteen pages quarto, compactly filled.— 
It is put at the low price of one dollar andffty cents 
a year, payable invariably in advance. New type 
and other materialshaving been ordered by the prin­
ter for, this work, the first No. will be brought out 
as early as possible iqlhe month of January,
Editors in the Sbufh-Western States are respeet- 
fully requested to give this Prospectus one or two 
insertions.
Post masters are desired to act as agents-
ICT Subscriptions received at this office.




XKAk Bristol, rucks counIy, pa.
7»er. A. F. L)obb, A. M., Principal.
The public are respectfully informed that the du­
ties of this Institution will be resumed as usual, on 
Monday, the second day of Piovemb'fer.
Parents and Guardians desirous of" a comfortable 
home for their sons or wards; with every facility for 
an accomplished Christian Education, are respect 
fully invited to visit the Hail at an early opportunity.'
Terms—$100 per session of five months, in ai)-’ 
vance. The most respectable references will be 
given on application.
So
HAVING OPENED AN OFFICE IN
xyoflcrs’ atokil EERst of ^Gntn,
IS rREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER AI.I, DESCttltTIONS OF
Rook a ii d J o 1)
in a neat style, with accuracy and expedition.
All orders thankfully received.
BISHOP MCTLVAINE ON THE OXFORD DIVINITW.
A desire to point out the prominent links in the 
argument of this work, without crowding our edito­
rial columns,has induced lie to transfer our comments 
to our first page. In our next paper we shall restore 
the subject to its appropriate place. By giving co­
pious extracts, we have hoped to ekfcite a desire in 
our readers to peruse the entire book. For although 
the Volume may feel heavy in the hand, we can as­
sure them that it will not be found burdensome to 
the mind. Its weighty matter is relieved by the usu­
al glowing style and tasteful imagery of the author. 
Churchmen will find it especially interesting: and 
every Christian who loves the doctrine of justification 
as held by the great body of protestants, will be 
cheered by the light Which is shed upon that sub­
ject. *
NOTICE OF MISS COXF.’s LIFE OF YVYCKLIFFE.
On our first page will be found a brief review of 
Miss Coxe's Life of Wyckliffe, from a correspondent, 
to which we beg leave to direct the eye of our read­
ers. The times call loudly for works of the descrip­
tion adverted to, and we are glad to observe a writer 
so well qualified tor the task employing her instruc­
tive pen in this department. We point to the review 
and to the book, as well worthy of the examination 
of both parents and children, and trust the blessing 
of God may attend all such efforts to guard the mind 
of the rising generation, by spreading before them 
the glowing incidents of the age of the martyrs of 
the Reformation. * *
Troy Episcopal Institute.—This Seminary ‘has 
been closed for want of patronage adequate to sup­
port it.’
The Rev. Gyrus Stebbins, D. D., died at Water­
ford on the morning of the 8th inst.
The principal money-lenders and irafftelte-s 
in specie, throughout the East, are the Jews? 
and it may be supposod that the obloquy to 
which thy are subjected adds not a little to the 
exorbitance of their demands. They form 
a numerous body throughout all Syria; they 
are some of the richest merchants and bank­
ers at Aleppo, Damascus, JJeyrout, Antioch, 
Hamah, and all the principal towns of Pales^ 
tiue. It must not be forgotten, that the right 
of the Jews to lend on heavy interest (usury) 
to strangers is specifically recognised by the 
Mosaic law; and It cannot be wondered at that 
they should avail themselves of it; but it is a 
main cause of the opprobrium to which they 




Few Barrels Sugar House Molasses.
For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School 
Union.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
McEIvnine on Justification.
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish­
er, Columbus, has just published JustWication 
by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Bt. Rev. 
Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Prot. 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand­
somely bound, 37icls. The work may be hitd of Myers 
& Millet Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. P. 
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas & Co. Cincinnati; 
also, iti Philadelphia, at the bookstores of II. Hook 
er, J. Whetham, George W. Donohiie, and R. S. 
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s ; 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New 
York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton A, 
Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos- 
itoryofthe General Protestant Episcopal Sunday 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B. 
A. W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s and 
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker & Brew­
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay 
«& Co.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
I
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION. 
Union Primer, per hundred,
Honey.
SUPERIOR Strained Honey,For sale byD. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
E are purchasing clean washed WOOL, and 
paying for it in cash, or dry goods boots and
shoes, at wholesale.
J. D. C: JONES.
Cincinnati, Feb. 17. 19 Pearl street.
do do do 2, do 2 00
do do do 3; do 2 75
do do do 4, do 5 50
Questions on the S S Books, do 6 50
Firkt Truths, do 3 00
The Rev. C. W. Andrews, tin late rector of, St. 
Andrew’s Church, Pittsburgh, whose failing health 
compelled him to resign that station, purposes vist- 
ing our missionary stations in Africa. We hope he 
may find restoration for his health, and future ability 
for greater usefulness.
Episcopal Recorder.
Errata: In our last—in the article on the 
1st page ‘on the Slate of Sacred Music, from a Man 
uscript Journal of a Tour in Europe,’ by a valued 
correspondent,—-for ‘systematical order,’ in the first 
paragraph, read ‘ symmetrical order.’ In the same 
article, fourth paragraph, for * enable them to raise 
to the lofty dome,’ read ‘enable them to rise to the 
lofty dome. ’
The metrical contribution, ‘ Pray tor us,’ in an 
early number of this volume, we discover was not 
original.
« [Matter already in type obliges us to omit this 
week, our Ecclesiastical head of Western Dioceses 
and Missions, and ourleading secular editorials.]
HAVEHFOED COLLEGE.
Nathan Dunn, Esq., has presented the sum of
twenty thousand dollars to the ‘Friend’s College, 
at Haverford, Pennsylvania. We record this act 
of munificence with unqualified pleasure, as one 
of a series with which that gentleman has enti- 
tleil himself to public gratitude. His enlarged 
views abroad, enabled him to enrich our city 
with an object of just pride—-a Collection, known 
as the Chinese Museum—a history in itself of 
the progress of arts in the Celestial Empire, and 
a picture of manners, customs, amusements, 
science, and domestic and social ordef afnon 
that people. His taste and liberality secured t 
our citizens a place of sepulture, where the living0 
may congregate with melancholy pleasure, and 
conteniplate the solemnities of the sacred spot, 
without that painful emotion which the squalid 
irregularites of a city graveyard too often excite. 
We allude thus publicly to these evidences of 
the gentleman’s feelings for this city, with some 
hesitancy, because we know the feelings of the 
man to whom the community owes the obliga-
ACKNO WLEDGMENTS.
The Treasurer of the Missionary arid Education
Committee, acknowledges the receipt of the follow­
ing sums since his last report.
Dec. 28,1840,Collecti6ri‘in Harcourt Parish,
Gambier, at the meeting of 
the Central Convocation, (in 
part,) $21 57
North West Convocation by
Bishop Mcllvaine, 6 65
Mr. Doddridge through Rev.
Mr. Bury, 3 00
Jan. 1841, Ret. A. Sanford, Missions
$2 50, Education $2 50, 5 00
A friend to Missi ins in Eng­
land, through P. Murray, 244 45
Cutler scholarship, St. Paul’s 
Church, Boston, (Mass.) Ed­
ucation, 75 00
Female Missionary Society,
St. Paul’s, Steubenville, 10(7 00
Feb. 15, 1841, Christ Church, Cincinnati, 
through Rev. Mr. Brooke, 
Education, 35 00
M. T. C. WING, Treasurer.
Feb. 3, 1841.
There have also been received, since 1st January, 
the following sums tor the use of the General Com­
mittees.
From St. John's, Cuyahoga Falls, Domestic $20 00 
St. James’, Zanesville, Domestic $5, 
Foreign $5, 10 00
Two ladies of St. Paul’s, Cincinnati,
for Missions in Alabama, 10 00




Sign, Ilduse and Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers.
PARTICULAR attention paid to repainting gentlemen's residences with neatness and dis­patch.
For sale, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Varnish,
Turpentine, Oil, &c.
Shop On West Fourth Street, between Main and
Walnut,three doors east of St. Paul's Church. 
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841. 7.3in
ISnio Rubricated Couunon Prayer Booh.
NEWLY corrected and very carefully compared with the Standard Books of the Church, by a Presbyter, appointed by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onder- 
donk—and the most minute errors have been correct­
ed. This edition is printed on very fine paper, and 
embellished with six appropriate and highly finished 
steel engravings, by the first artist: and bound in 
various styles of Turkey morocco, plain and extra 
gilt very appropriate for a holiday gift, as there is a 
rich presentation plate in front of the book. The 
publisher trusts that the pains he lias taken to' ren­
der this edition of the Prayer Book so perfect and 






On Monday evening, 22d February, at Belleview
House, uear the lesidence of S. J, Brown, Esq., by 
Rev. Henry V. D. Johns, Mr. S. S. Nichols, of 
Rochestor, New York, to Miss Elizabeth J., daugh­
ter of Dr. Edwin A. At Lee, formerly of Philadel 
pliia.
Catechism Nek 1, (Scripture Catechism,) 1 75 
Cdteciiism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short 
questions and answers.) do 3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlurged by Bish 
Hobart,) stiff covers, do 12 50
Catechism No. 4', (^hy Cuming,) do 6 00
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi 
hie, do 4 00
Church Catechism, do 1 50
Manual of Short Prayers for Children, 2 75
Duty to God, do 50
Church Primer, do 1 75
Sunday-school office of devotion;do 3 00
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns, 8 00
Hanpony of the Creeds, do 3 00
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3 00
Collects from the Prayer Book, do 3 00
Questions on the Collects, do 11 00
Catechism on the Collects, do 36 00
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 10 00 
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 00
London Books Splciididly Illustrated.
1CTOR1AL Prayer Book—Illustrated Comni.erf- 
tary of the Holy Bible—Pilgrim’s Progress, il- 
ustrated with numerous engravings—Wordswortli'® 
Greece, do. do. do.—Martin’s Illustrations ef the- 
Bible—Oxford Bibles of all sizes and in various styles 
of the richest binding—The English Poets, various' 
editions, most elegantly bound—Claude’s Essay and 
Simeon’s Skeletons—Barrow’s Sermons—Jenkin’s 
Exposition of Jude—Irish Pulpit—Bishop Hall's Se­
lect Works—Leighton’s Works—Pierson’ on the 
Creed—Spencer’s Poems in I vol. octavo—Poems by- 
Eliza Cook—Protestant Annual, 1841-^Book of 
Beauty, 1841—Finden’s Tableux, 1841—Legends of 
Venice—‘•Drawing room Scrap Book, 1841—Book of 
the Boudoir, 1841—Hooker’s Works, 2vols.—Head* 
of the People, illustrated—Library »f the Fathers, 
5 vols.—Poems, by the author of “Moral Flowers” 
—The tleaff s Ease, by Simon Patrick,’D. D.
Just received and for sale by
il. HOOKER.
N. W. corner of Chesnut and Fifth streets. 
Philadelphia.
Bible Com panioh, 2 vols., do 60 00
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
do do' 2, do 12 50
do do 3, do 12 50
do The Acts, I, do 12 50
dd do 2, do 12 50
do do 3, do 8 00
Oxford Theology,
OR ’I facts for the Times, by members of the Uni­versity of Oxford, in 3 vols. 8vo. Price $5,00.Isaac N. Whiting, Columbus, has just received 
the complete series so far as published in this coun­
try, of the above celebrated works. Also, Scripture 
Views of Holy Baptism, as established by the con­
sent of the ancient church, and contrasted with the 
systems of modern schools'; by the Rev. E. B. Pu- 
sey, D. D., Oxford, 1 vol. 8 vo., price $1,25.
A Letter to the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Oxford, 
on the tendency to Romanism, imputed td' doctrines 
held of old as now, in the English church ; by the 
Rev. E. B. Pursey, D. D., 1 vol. 8 vo. price 62^ cts.
A Call to Uniott, on the principles of the English 
Reformation; by Walter Farquhar Hook, D. D. 
Chaplain inordinary, to the Queen ; price 50 cents. 
January 15, 1841.
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices 
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union. 
LIBRARY BOOKS.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library 
63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price 
15 cents each.
Address all orders J or Rooks, and all remittance, to 
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Annst.
The above books are dlso for sale at the bookstore 
of ISAAC N. WHITING,
Columbus
St. Mary’s Hall.
OREN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY. 
the BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.
THE winter term of this institution will com­mence on the first day of November. The charges per term of five weeks, for boarding, lodg­
ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, all 
English branches, Ancient Languages, and Psal­
mody, $106.
PBOPOSAI.9
Eor publishing at Columbia, Tennessee,
A MONTHLY PERIODICAL, ENTITLED
TK1E
A family Magizine, devoted to the cause of Female Edu 
cation on c/iristian principles; ediledat the Female 
Institute, Columbia, Tenn., by the Rector, with the 
aid of the Right Reverend, Visitor, Bishop Otey, and 
of the Tutoresses.
THE conductors of this school have long felt the want of a medium for communicating regular­ly with their patrons, and for laying before the world 
the results of their experience and observation on 
the whole subject of education, both public and pri­
vate. The advancement in learning, the enterprise 
in study, and the intellectual and moral improve­
ment visible among their interesting charge, they 
would gladly ipread among those families of the 
SouthWest whose daughters are debarred the ad­
vantages ot public schools. The Right Reverend 
Bishop Otey having obligingly favored this underta-
BisttopH’Ilraiiic's new work: Oxford Divinity-
XFORD DIVINITY compared with that of 
the Romish and Anglican chinches, with a. 
special view to the illustration of the doctrine of 
justification by faith, as it was made of primary im­
portance by the reformers; and as it lies at the 
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel of 
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by thd Rt. Rev. Charles 
P. M'llvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant8vo. volume.
Theology for the People, in a series ot discourses 
on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal church ; 
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo.,- uric&
$2,50.
The Primative Doctrine of Election, or aft’histori­
cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of scrip­
tural Election, as received and maintained in the 
primitive ehurth of Christ; by George Stanley Fa­
ber, 13. D., Prebendary of Salisbury, 1 vol. 8vo. 
price $1,75.
An Historical Presentation of Augustinism and 
Prelagianism from the original sources ; by G. F,- 
Wiggers, D. 1)., professor of theology in ihe Uni­
versity of Rostock, and translated from the German 
with notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralph Emer­
son, professor of ecclesiastical history in the theo­
logical seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vqI. 8vo.' 
price $1,75.
For sale by J SAAC N. WHITING.
Januajy 1841.
Shaker Ware.
A FIRST rate assortment, Consisting of Painted ar.d Unpainted Tubs, Buckets, Churns, and Foot Tubs. ’30 Setts Measures.
For Sale by
D. K. CADY-
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets. 
Jan. 30, 184L
Co flee.
JAVA, Laguira, and Rio Coffee, and Grocerier in general, For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets • 
Jan. 30, 1841.
CHium Ware.
A GOOD assortment, consisting of Cut Pressed- and Plain Tumblers, Jars, Dishes, Wine*, Cut and Plain, Lamps, Salts, Cruitsy &c. &c.
For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets 
Jan. 30, 1841.
36 <£hr Western Episcopal ©teenier.
©l)e Bennestic ©xrele.
CONDUCTED BY MARGARET COXE,
Author of the “ Yount YjuUes’ Companion,” “ Botanv of tru Scrivlurts"
“ Lift of HTylifft” etc., etc.
THE ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG 
TRAVELER.
Concluded from page 32.
THE SILVER WHIP.
The brightest day it is said must have its clouds 
and so had the one which in its course had 
brought so much joy to the young traveler, Wil­
liam Colman. In the course of the afternoon, a 
tremendous gust came on, and drove most of the 
passengers to the cabin. The lightning flashed 
with a fearful brilliancy, the thunder shook the 
vessel, with its deep and solemn roar, and the 
wind, and drenching rain, threatened them with 
destruction.
The mother of the spoiled children with her 
little group collected around her, gave way to 
loud expressions of distress. She was always 
terrified, she said, in a gust, death was an awful 
subject to her. Her rude disobedient boy, who 
had called William a coward, trembled also, but 
William did not laugh at him.
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin and Mrs. Colman on 
the contrary, were quite calm and peaceful, and 
the little boys, though they drew nearer to their 
parents, and put their hands, each in those of 
their mother’s, were quiet also, and listened while 
they spoke in a low tone of the preciousness of 
a Christian’s hope.
By the time the boat reached Philadelphia, the 
storm had ceased, and William was amazed at 
seeing the crowd of persons assembled on the 
wharves, and the number of carriages, wagons, 
drays, carts, &c., which were collected in the 
streets.
Mrs. Colman and her little boy, parted from 
their kind friends, with sincere regret, but not 
before she had given Mr. Goodwin the direction 
of her sister’s house. It was with difficulty 
that she could proceed through the well filled 
streets, for her child in the amazement of his 
feelings, at the new sight and sounds which crowd­
ed upon him, was scarcely able to collect his 
thoughts, or to be conscious that he was expect­
ed to use his limbs as on common occasions-
We will not describe the meeting between 
William and his young relatives,—only remarking 
that the widow and her orphan boy were welcomed 
cordially by their friends.
A few days after their arrival, Mrs. Colman 
took her little boy by the hand and walked out 
to attend to some business. The child gazed at 
the various objects which met his eye in the 
shop windows with great attention.
‘Oh! mother,’ said he, «what beautiful whips 
those are! May I buy one of them?’
‘You have not money sufficient, my dear, to 
purchase any of those articles, and Ido not think 
I could conveniently do so for you. You recol­
lect, you were talking to rne this morning about 
some little presents you were intending to take 
Mary and old Susan. Now, my dear, if you in­
tend to get any thing for them, you must be mod­
erate for yourself. I shall not however, attempt 
to direct you in this matter. I wish you to de­
cide for yourself, which will give the greatest 
pleasure—to spend every thing you have on your­
self, or to employ part of it for others.’
‘Well then, mamma,’answered the little boy 
with some effort, ‘I believe 1 had better not think 
of any thing for myself, and only look out lor 
some nice present for them.’
‘I think, my son,’ she answered, ‘that you had 
much better wait for a day or two and not be in 
haste to make your purchases.
Presently they came to a store which was or­
namented with festoons, of rich silks and chintz, 
with bright ribins, and gay shawls, and so forth.
‘Mother,’ said William, ‘will you not buy 
some new dresses for dear Mary. Every body 
here is dressed so much more nicely than she is, 
that I cannot help wishing you would get her 
some finer clothes. Did you see that little girl 
that came to visit my cousins last evening. She 
had a necklace, and her hair was tied with such 
gay ribins—and her frock was of such a beau­
tiful pink stuff.’
<1 do not wish to purchase such articles for my 
children,’ answered his mother.
‘Have you no money, mamma?’ he enquired.
<I have sufficient my child to purchase all that 
is needful for us, but if I weKf to attempt to 
clothe Mary and you in the same manner with 
some of your young acquaintances, I should be 
obliged to deny the poor such comforts as I am 
now able to give them, and I should be unable 
also to do any thing to help God s cause in the 
world.’ «•
William walked on, for a time in silence. At 
length he observed, ‘do 'you never wish for any 
thing that you cannot have, or is it only because 
I am a foolish sinful child that I do so?’
‘When I was young, my dear,’ answered his 
mother, ‘I was continually craving indulgences 
above what the circumstances of my dear parents 
enabled them to procure me. Often when mov­
ed to tears on such occasions, my beloved parent 
would lay her soft hand on my head, and with her 
own sweet smile, say, <my little daughter, God 
teaches us that our happiness does not consist in 
the abundance that we possess; but he wishes us 
to he content with his allotment.’ ‘After many 
years of painful experience, by the blessing of 
God I became convinced of this truth and 1 was 
generally made to see, that what was denied me 
would not have made me happy.’
‘But mother,’ said William, ‘I have tried whips 
and they did give me pleasure, even when they 
were not half so pretty as these fine silvered 
ones; so that I am almost sure, I should feel hap­
py if I had one of them.’
‘Perhaps,my dear,you would find the plain one 
gave the most pleasure.’
The little boy smiled incredulously, for like 
many other little children, and like some grown
up people too, he fancied gold and silver, gave no 
trifling addition to the beauty or preciousness of 
an object.
‘I will tell you, my dear, an anecdote, which 
will show you, that some little boys, as well as 
their friends, have long and deeply repented their 
having had their childish wishes gratified by the 
possession of such a whip.
‘When I was a little child, the eldest son of a 
lady, who was a friend of my dear mother’s, had 
one of these coveted toys given to him. While 
lashing with it one day, apiece of the silver with 
which it was ornamented, flew off and entered 
his eye with such violence, that it lodged there; 
anti in spite of all his father’s medical skill,quick­
ened by parental love, the eye wasdestroyed and 
he was deprived of sight in that eye for the re­
mainder of his life. When I think of him, I am 
forcibly reminded of the folly of children craving 
glittering toys so perpetually.’
The child was deeply moved and exclaimed, 
‘Oh mother! perhaps if you had granted my wish­
es, and permitted me to purchase what you could 
not help disapproving, I too might have become 
blind for life.’
‘Remember then, my dear, the case of little 
John and his silver whip; and may it serve to 
make you thankful to God for all your mercies; 
and recollect that among these blessings, the re­
straint early laid upon your covetous desires may 
not be one of the least.’
The parent and child walked on for sometime 
in silence, and during the rest of their long walk, 
little William seemed cheerful and happy, and 
purposely checked himself, whenever tempted to 
wish for any of the pretty objects that adorned the 
shop windows.
THE SACRED MIRROR OF JAPAN.
On a stormy and tempestuous evening in Jan­
uary, I was seated alone in my parlor, in which, 
as I gazed around, every thing was indicative of 
comfort. The fire burned brightly in the grate; 
the warmth and quiet within were powerfully 
contrasted with the roar of the boisterous ele­
ments without, and while 1 listened to the rude 
blasts of wind and sleet, which were rattling in 
impotent rage against the windows, my thoughts 
were instinctively led to Him, who is the hiding 
place of His peeple, their covert from the tem­
pests of sin and sorrow.
After an hour of meditations like these, I took 
down from my book-case a volume designed for 
the study of the evening, highly prized by the 
literary world for the valuable statistical and 
geographical information which it contains.
That portion of it which I was then perusing, 
comprised a description of the vast Japanese em­
pire, over which so much mysterious interest has 
been thrown, by its being so difficult of access to 
foreigners.
The details of the face of the country, climate 
and political condition of this great insular king­
dom, were very interesting, but yet they faded 
away into comparative insignificance, when the 
subject was changed to its religious state; for bn 
that point the Christian ever feels his heart most 
alive; and while he contemplates also the my­
riads of immortal beings, peopling the fertile vales 
and wild mountains of Japan, who are immersed 
in the darkness of heathen idolatry, the tenderest 
sympathies of his nature are drawn out in their 
behalf.
While thus engaged, one fact mentioned by 
the author so powerfully arrested my attention, 
that I laid aside the volume, and was soon absorb-
in a train of thought excited by it.
The fact was this:—‘In the temples of Japan, 
dedicated to the idolatrous worship of Buddh, it 
is common to place a mirror of very large size in 
such a position that every devotee, on entering, 
may behold his image faithfully reflecting in it, 
and this is named the Sacred Mirror of Buddh.’
The author conjectures, that the object of this 
singular appendage to religious rites, is to inti­
mate the mental and bodily purity with which 
the Deity ought to be approached. I was forci­
bly struck with the idea, and could not but view 
it as fraught with instruction to Christians: for 
surely, if they, when entering the temple of God 
or, when bowing the knee to Him in private, did 
but realize that their souls, those chambers of im­
agery, were as perfectly manifest in the light of 
Divine Omniscience, as the person of the swar­
thy Japanese is to his deluded fellow-worship­
per in the Sacred Mirror of Buddh, they would 
never presume to approach this High and Holy- 
Being, hut with the deepest humility, and the 
nrofst heart-felt adoration.
I sat picturing in my mind’s eye the vast varie­
ty of images that must be presented to the view 
of the great Searcher of Hearts, even in a single 
congregation, on each successive Sabbath. The 
solitude of rny apartment, combined with the 
gradual hush of nature’s elements without, and a 
perfect state of bodily quietness, induced a spirit 
of drowsiness, and before I was conscious of its 
approach, I was wrapt in a gentle slumber, 
******
I was now transported to the church in which 
I was in the habit of worshipping, and was oc­
cupying my accustomed seat, not far from the 
door of entrance, and from whence I could see 
almost every individual as he passed into the as­
sembly; but many changes had taken place in the 
aspect of things since my last visit; though what 
struck me most forcibly was, a large mirror of 
dazzling brilliancy, which was suspended across 
the aisle, at such an elevation as merely to allow 
the passage of the congregation under it, and in 
which it was evident that every individual who 
entered,must have his image reflected. While I 
gazed at it in astonishmeut, unable to account for 
its appearance, a stranger who just then entered 
and took his seat by my side, imformed me that 
a lalismanic property had been imparted to the 
mirror, by which it had been made capable of re­
flecting, not only the form and features, but also 
the disposition of heart of each worshipper.
My curiosity was excited, and I could not help 
feeling a strong desire to test my own state of 
mind, as well as that of my fellow-worshippers, 
and anxiously waited for the congregation to as­
semble.
I shall pass over the painful vision of my own 
sins and infirmities, and shall only attempt to 
give an account of a few of the most striking of 
my companions, for there was a large number of 
individuals who presented a great similarity of as 
pect, in which appeared the same confused mass 
of trifling and vain thoughts, worldly cares, and 
unholy tempers, blended together in various pro­
portions in different individuals, but still present­
ing the same disgusting outlines, from which I 
quickly turned my eyes.
One of those who arrested my attention was a 
young man of noble and commanding presence. 
Intellect was stamped on his high and finely 
formed forehead, and was marked on every fea­
ture. His step as he trod the aisle, indicated that 
he was born to exert a commanding influence on 
society, either for good or evil: but. alas! when 1 
glanced from his stately form to examine its re 
flection, all that was pleasing had fled. I beheld 
the strong lineaments of genius shrouded by the 
gloomy veil of infidelity; the body had been 
brought to God’s temple, in company with others 
but the soul which had been created by its great 
and glorious Parent to glorify Him before its fel­
low men, was filled with hatred and aversion to 
His holiness: it scorned His laws, defied His 
power, and even questioned His existence. ‘How 
had the gold become dim, and how was the fine 
gold changed!’ He proudly passed on and took 
his seat, the ostensible worshipper of God, but 
without one feeling of devotion, or even the 
slightest effort to recollect the presence of Him 
whose eye, notwithstanding, was bent upon him
Soon the Sacred Mirror bore on its glassy sur­
face another and very different figure. It was 
that of a poor crippled being, whose form had, 
on my first noticing it some weeks before in 
church, struck me I fear with disgust, but which 
had been indeed greatly modified when I beheld 
his apparent devotion afterwards. Now he en­
tered reverently, and advanced slowly, and evi 
dently with great difficulty, to his seat in one of 
the unoccupied pews. Those who were passing 
up the aisle at the same time shrunk from contact 
with him, and some bent on him a scornful and 
reproachful glance, as if to inquire how one so 
loathsome durst venture within the same temple 
with them. I marked his countenance, and be 
held a momentary flush steal over his brow, but 
it soon passed away; and as he raised his dim 
grey eyes to heaven, such an expression was 
painted there as seemed to say, ‘Father, forgive 
them, for they know not what they do!’ Was it 
to be expected I should have felt no anxiety tc 
read his image? No! Few will be surprised that 
I turned to the task with deep interest. The re 
flection presented not a trace of that deformity 
which made him remarkable among his fellow 
men,-and afforded a striking contrast to our Lord’s 
brief but vivid description of the Pharisees, who 
‘were outwardly whited sepulchres, hut with 
in, were filled with all uncleanness.’ My poor 
cripple was on the contrary repulsive in his out 
ward appearance; disease had written a fearful 
history on every distorted limb and feature; but 
I beheld the inner man pure and lovely in its as 
pect. It seemed as if it had been in the fire ol 
the great refiner of silver, till the dross of corrup 
tion had been soremoved^ that now, when Igaz 
cd delightedly upon it, it reflected beautifully the 
image of Him who had been seated by the fur 
nance watching the process. There too, ‘the 
fruits of the spirit—love, joy, peace, long-sufl’er 
ing, gentleness, goodness and meekness,’ appear 
ed to have found a genial soil.
Truly, I thought, God often chooses the base 
things of the world, and those that man despises 
for his own peculiar treasures.
And now a female quietly entered the sanctu 
ary. Her sable garments marked her as the sub 
ject of affliction, and I turned with interest tc 
test the feelings of her breast. On her mild and 
placid brow submission was plainly wri tten, and 
she presented on inspection, a heart filled with 
the tenderest sympathies of our nature; in which 
were to be seen the struggles of the Christian wi 
dow anti mother, and the child of poverty, against 
unbelief and despondency; but as she advanced 
slowly up the aisle, the enemies to her peace 
were to be seen retreating, as if unable to bear 
the influence of the mild and hallowed atmos 
phere of the house of God, until, by the time she 
had reached her seat and bent her knee in prayer, 
all that was visible was the holy calm of Chris 
tian peace diffused over her whole soul. It was 
manifest she had come to the sanctuary, not mere­
ly to discharge with formality a duty, hut to enjoy 
a privilege—even that blessed privilege which 
the affectionate child knows how to prize, that of 
unbosoming its sorrows and its hopes in the car 
of parental love. She had come hungering for 
the bread of life, and her Lord was about to ful­
fil his promise, and to feed her soul with spirit­
ual nourishment.
Soon another female form was seen approach 
ing, presenting all that was lovely to the out­
ward beholder. Youth, beauty and grace were 
conspicuous in her person; but when I looked 
impatiently, hoping to see corresponding charms 
within, I beheld the chambers of imagery filled 
with idols: the pleasures, riches and vain pursuits 
of the world appeared to engross the greater por­
tion of a heart which possessed capacities for far 
higher enjoyments.
I detected, indeed, some few- scattered thoughts 
of a Deity she had come to worship; hut, alas! 
he appeared not like the God of the Bible. He 
was divested of his attributesof holiness and jus­
tice, and all that 1 could glean of his character, 
was a confused and vague impression of unlimit-
mercy. She passed on, and I sighed as my 
eye followed her beautiful form, to think such 
gifts should have been imparted in vain.
And now came thronging in the men of busi­
ness. Here a merchant reflected distinctly 
nought hut calculation as to the loss or profit 
which might arise from some projected specula­
tions for the ensuing week. Here a lawyer ap­
proached, his outward demeanor calm and dig­
nified: but his mind, when tested by my talisman, 
was proved to be intently occupied in arranging 
the chain of argument for an important legal 
claim to be prosecuted on the morrow’.
Among the subjects inspected, I was particu­
larly struck with the heart of a female, w hom 1 
had remarked on her entrance as possessing a 
more thau ordinary dignity of carriage, and for 
being clothed richly and expensively, though not 
gaudily. But when 1 turned to the portraiture 
of her heart, I saw it crowded with idolatrous 
directions. 1 found under this outward garb of 
propriety and elegance, she was cherishing an in­
ordinate love of this present world, its pomps 
and vanities, ‘the lust of the eye and the pride of 
life.’ Among these appeared the love of person­
al decoration, and of costly and expensive adorn­
ments to her house. And there were curious vi­
sions of dress and furniture which passed through 
this bosom while in the sanctuary,—for her seat 
chanced to be directly in view of the Sacred Mir­
ror, and I glanced at her the more frequently, from 
observing her responding so attentively from her 
Prayer Book. Once I observed her in a state of 
feverish excitement, as her eye glanced on the 
splendid equipage of an acquaintance rolling by 
the window; and again I found envious feelings 
filling her breast, as a female friend took her scat 
who was arrayed in a style of later fashion.
And here, I would remark, I w;as compelled to 
make one observation while thus taking the post 
of an examiner of the hearts of a whole audience: 
viz. with what tyrannical and almost universal 
sway the love of dress reigns in the female world! 
I found, alas! that it is tar from being confined to 
the votaries of fashion,—in these I expected to 
detect it. But I observed it exercising a most un­
happy influence over many hearts which had 
been devoted to the service of a crucified Saviour. 
I could not but see that in them it frequently oc­
cupies far too great a portion of their thoughts, 
and consumes far too large a share of that time 
and fortune which has been entrusted to them 
fora much higher and widely different purpose.
And now I anxiously waited to see approach 
the form of the holy man of God, to w hose in­
structions I was so happy as to listen each Sab­
bath. He came reverently, appearing to consid­
er it a high honor to enter the courts of God’s 
house, and to minister before Him. I felt desi­
rous of learning, thus practically, the blessed se­
cret of keeping the heart diligently when going 
into the presence of God. The temple of his 
soul, in which his Maaer deigned to dwell, seem­
ed to have been purified with the precious blood 
of sprinkling, to have been washed as with pure 
water, and filled with the mild lustre of that 
light which can be enkindled only by a divine 
hand. The deepest humility, the most child-like 
docility and meekness, the most self-denying tem­
per, and enlarged spirit of love, extending from 
heaven to earth, reigned there. I could indeed 
discern, in the dim perspective, the forms of 
earthly passions, hut they seemed so dazzled and 
blinded by the heavenly radiance within, as not 
to dare to attempt possession of the spot where 
they had once reigned; still I found they would 
often, from their place of banishment, throw a 
poisoned dart into the temple they were forbid­
den to occupy, occasioning the good man much 
annoyance.
He ascended the reading desk, and was about 
commencing the service of the day, when a tre- 
mendousnoise reverberated through the building, 
and ail was dark.
******
I awoke from my strange dream, and found 
myself in the midst of a truly terrific thunder­
storm, the more startling, from its rare occurrence 
in the winter season.
THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.
Thou, whose sad and darkling brow,
Seems to tell of care and woe;
Dost thou pore upon the cloud 
That futurby doth shroud?
And thy trembling fancy fill,
"With anticipated ill?
Ask the lilies of the field 
For the lessons they can yield;
Lo, they neither spin nor toil,
Yet how cheerily they smile!
In such beautiful array,
Solomon, in hy-gOne day,
Deck'd in Ophir’s gold and gem,
Could not equal one of them!
JIark! to fancy's listening ear,
Thus they whisper soft and clear:
Heaven appointed teachers we,
Mortal, we would counsel thee!
Gratefully enjoy to day,
If the sun vouchsafe his ray;
If the darkling tempest lower,
Meekly bend beneath the shower;
But oh! leave to-morrow’s fare,
To thy Heavenly Father’s care.
Doeseach day upon its wing 
Its allotted burden bring?
Load it not besides with sorrow,
Which helongeth to the morrow.
Strength is promised, strength is given.
When the heart by God is riven;
But foredate the day of woe,
And alone, thou hears't the hlowl 
One thing only claims thy care,
Seek thou first by fait^i and prayer,
That all glorious God above,
God of righteousness and love;
And whate’er thou need'st below .
He thou trustest, will bestow!
YOUTH AND AGE.
Clouds of affliction from our younger eyes, 
Conceal that emptiness which age descries:
The soul’s dark cottage, batter’d and decay’d,
Lets in new light, thro’ chinks that time has made.
PROSPECTUS OF THE
WESTERHL EJPFStOJPAB BRSBRYEK. 
VOLUME XI.
Arrangements having been made to publish the 
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal 
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the 
close of the present volume in December next, the 
paper will thenceforth he continued under the name 
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed 
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to 
the West, and so convenient for the early reception 
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, 
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the 
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure 
these objects, the Proprietor has invjted and obtained 
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec­
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The 
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the 
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi­
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published 
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put 
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of 
the Gospel which it has always held and defended 
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an 
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy 
of the peculiarities ol our communion.
Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor 
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure 
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar 
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a 
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, us to the 
establishment and progress of the Church through 
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton, 
Wm. Jackson,
John T. Brooke, 
Henry V. D. Johns
In addition to the above arrangement for (he responsible editorship of the OB 
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of the 
“Young Ladies’Companion,” the ‘‘Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. 'The columns un­
der her charge will be mainly devoted to origiual mailer, or selections from otiie 
sources, chiefly designed to guide and instruct youthful minds,—while reference 
will be had to interesting,and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from 
some of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy. 
It is designed to embellish this department of tlie paper wish occasional pictorial 
illustrations of such subjects as may be supposed particularly interesting. A por­
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will ,be occupied with matter 
more particularly’ interesting lo the female portion of our readers.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub­
lication editorship, &c., of tlie Gambier Observer, 
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob­
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces­
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the 
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto its 
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and 
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with 
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its I 
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi j 
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev-' 
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn­
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by 
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor­
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in 
recommending it to the patronage of the communi­
ty.
Chas. P. McIlvaine, 
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.
St. Louis, Nov. 19z/i, 1840.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishop for Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, 
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in the above.
Sami.. A. McCoskhy,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840. 
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
a more central point for the whole west, with the 
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name 
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets 
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, 
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in 
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is­
sued weekly on a double medium folio^sheet, on pa­
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, 
and furnished lo subscribers on the following terms: 
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
The Church Choir.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publisher, Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a Collection of Sacred Music: comprising a great va­
riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and 
Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and 
adapted more particularly to the Worship of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United Slates. 
By Joseph Muenscher, Professor of Biblical Litera­
ture in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, Gambier, .Ohio. In two parts.
Part 1, Contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music,
Psalm and Hymn Tunes, &'c. &c.
Part 2, Contains Anthems, Sentences, Chants, 
&c. 4-c.
Both parts bound in One volume, Price, 1 25.
Each part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by 
itself, Price $1; Part 2, by itself, Price, 62j cts.
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred
Music, it has been the aim of the editor to furnish 
Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, composed 
in different styles, and adapted to the various occa­
sions of public worship, as the limits of the work 
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will 
be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary 
purposes of public and social worship. The Anthems 
and Set Prices have been selected, as will be seen on 
inspection, with special reference to the Festivals 
and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. I nslead of a 
figured bass, the music has all been carefully arran­
ged for the Organ or Piano Forte, from the convic­
tion that many performers on llioseinstruments have 
not had the opportunity to perfect themselves suffi­
ciently in the science of music to play the harmony 
with facility, even cf plain psalmody, from fig­
ures.
It will be seen that the pages of the work are en-j 
riclred with a variety of original compositions, pre­
pared expressely for" this collection, and also with 
pieces from various English authors, not usually to 
be met with in this country.
The Church Choir, for the short time it has been 
published, has been very favorably received by Pro­
lessors and friends of sacred music. The following 
are selected from among numerous notices of 
it:
“To those who are in wattt of a new book, wc can 
recommend tlie Church Choir, very handsomely 
got up, and well stored with classic Church tunes 
in their proper identity. It is complied by Professor 
Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, Ohio, whose 
musical talents and taste are not entirely unknwn 
among us. We consider it a recommendation ot 
he book, that it is mostly made up of tunes that 
are no strangers in our Churches, tunes, appropriate 
to our services, and selected with some view to par- 
tiular Psalms and Hymns of our books—We hope 
that by the introduction, of such collections as this, 
we shall preserve our own good and truly sacred 
music. — Christian Jlitness, Boston.
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the 
importance of selecting suitable Church music, says:
. One of the newest collections we have, ‘The 
Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of 
the best, so far ns I have examined', for the use 
of the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has 
a selection to make would do well to take this col­
lection.”
We are glad to see, that the author of the ‘Church 
Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our Church, 
by giving a much larger share of music adapted to 
our service, than it is usual to find in works of this 
kind. In another respect we believe this work is 
to he preferred to many of the most popular collec­
tions of music; thewords set to music, have not 
been socinianizcd. In one other respect, loo, the 
arrangement of this will he considered by some, as 
being an advantage over most other collections of 
Church music; the several parts intended for the 
Organ and Piano, are written on the staff, as is 
customary in music for the Piano. It has not, there­
fore, any figured bass. — Chronicle of the Church, N. 
Haven, Ct. A distinguished f’rofessor of music re­
marks, that “after a careful examination of the 
‘Church Choir,’ I most unhesitatingly pronounce it 
the best collection ot music for the Psalms and 
Hymns of the P. E. Church, which has ever fallen 
under my observation. I am particularly gratified to 
find in the First Part so many favorite airs retain­
ing their original composition, with the addition­
al harmony so eminently characteristic of the work. 
The Chants and /Vnthems of Part Second are
unrivalled in their .arrangement and complete m, 
ody; and I am happy to say that I have daily rij- 
from either its private or public rehearsal, with, 
ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly net 
ed in the Church, has at length been supplier*
This (‘The Church Choir’) is a neatly prin' 
volume of Church music of over four hundred 
ges, published by our enterprising citizen, Mr. L 
N. Whiting. From a hasty examination of the w<^ 
we should judge it would be a valuable acquisit 
to a musical library. We say acquisition, because, 
do not believe one book sufficient for any sclent 
choir. It contains, besides a large number of! 
old standard tunes, which have been sung in : 
Church ever sinde the days of Luther—a gt 
variety of beautiful pieces by some of the most ei 
nent composers of the present day. There are so; 
131 pages devoted to Anthems, Sentences j 
Chants, selected with special reference to tlie Fp 
copal service; among which we notice some ofgr. 
merit; which, to a choir of that Church, wouldF 
worth more than the price of the book. We wa 
say to our musical friends, examine it.---Cross e. 
Journal, Columbus.
The Church Choir is for sale at M. C. You. 
love’s bookstore, Cleveland; O. B. Beebe’s sic, 
Cuyahoga Falls; Myers Miller’s bookstT 
Gambier; Levi Brooks' store, Mt. Vernon; San 
Wells’ bookstore, Newark; A. P. Priclifcrd’s stc 
Granville: J. G. Doddridge’s store, Circleville; 
Rev. Mi. Burr, Portsmouth; Whiting &. ] 
bourne’s store, Springfield; by the Rev. Mr. All. 
Dayton; the Rev. Mr Guion, Piqua; Ed. Lu 
& Co.’s bookstore. Cincinnati: and Alex Jngra 
Jr.’s store, Pittsburgh. It may be had in Baltmn 
at the Bookstore of Armstiorig & Berry; Philad 
phia, at the bookstore of Thomas, Cowperthfi 
& Co. and Herman Hooker: New York, at 
bookstores of Swords, Stanford &. Co., and Colli 
Keese&Co.: New Haven, Ct., at the bookstore 
Sidney Babcock: Hartford, Ct., at the bookstore 
Spalding & Storrs, and Belknap &. Hamers', 
Boston, at the bookstore of James B. Dow; anj 
Washington city, at the bookstore of Win. M. Ak 
son.
Columbus, Oct. 3, 1840.
* NAM, English and Arnett
. 1 ublishers, 161 Broadway, New Yo
and 35 1 aternoster Row, London, have just publi
I. The Doctrine of the Will, determined bv 
Appeal to Consciousness. By Henry P Tapw 
in 1 vol 12mo. J f
1L ATribu‘e t0 the Memory of Fitzhugh Sroi! 
son of Gernt Smith. By the author of “Thouri 
on anew Order of Missionaries,” etc., ini 
12mo.
III. Womans Mission, with an Introduce 
Letter, by the right rev. G. W. Doane, D. D
I vol. 12mo.
Lately published.
IV. Norclheimer s Hebrew Grammar, vol. I. r 
al 8vo vol ii. is in press, and nearly ready. 
c V. Nordhetmer s Hebrew Chrestomathy
VI. History of the Christian Church, from • 
Ascenston of Jesus Christ to the Conversion 
Constantine. By the Rev. Edward Burton, D.
I111st .linerican edition; with a memoir of the autli 
occasional notes, and questions adapting it to 
use of schools and- colleges; by the right rev. G. 













RECFVEDand for sale by J. Whetbam .V S 144 Cbesnut street. Patrick’s Heart’s Ea i2ino.—tlie Young Ladies Companian, by Miss C( 
7~rne n ?!,ng Ladies Friend, new edition, 12mo, 
Life of Wickliffe, by Miss Coxe. 18mo.—The Flo 
er Garden, by Charlotte Elizabeth, 12mo.—FIs 
Biography, by do—The Rose of Sharon, with pi 
— fhe Amaranth, do—Friendship’s Offering— 
Young Mother’s Delight, with Kirk’s Duties 
Mothers Jfcmo—Living for Immortality. 18mo.
Also flesh supplies of Todd’s Lectures to Childt 
a’o ,r,Utb ,nade silr!Ple—Do. Student’s Mam 
Do Sabbath School Teacher—Geograpy of 1 
Heavens’ with Atlas—James’ Anxious Inquire! 
i hnstian Professor—Clark on the Promise
v\ ayland s Moral Science, I2'mo.—Taylor’s 
cient Christianity—Theory of Another Life, &c
Splendid Loudon Books.
rlT\VE Pectoral edition of the Book of Comm 
Js_ 1 layer, illustrated with many handsome 
gravings, to which are added original notes by Hi
HenrvStoking, M. A. •
°f Christ,illustrated with choice prays
from one hundred arid thirty eight eminent Briti 
and 1' oreign Divines, and embelished with sevent 
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible. 
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations 
1 be London /Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protf
tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not 
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Finden’s Tables 
—1 lie Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c,
London Bibles, all sizes..
Just leceived,and for sale bv
R. S. II. GEORGE. 
No. 26 South Fifth street above Cliestn
Philadelphia.
BonriSing ami Bay School for Yonng I/adi«
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCIi,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
ri 'HE course of instruction pursued in this 
A blishment includes all.the most important 
useful branches of female education, comprising 
following studies: The English and French' , 
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Comp 
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Phi, 
opliy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Bell 
Lettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Lands 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as 
as to the moral and intellectual improvement o 
Pupils.
Perms and further particulars may be known 
personal application or by letter.
References— . . . .i
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., Garni 
Rev. C. Colton, D. D., ? /,• - 
Rev. II. V. I>. Johns, ( ^cinnali
Sept. 8, 1840.
A Card.—Havingbeen intimately acquainted w 
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteen. 
member of my church, and having had ample oppol 
tunities of observing her course as the head 
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend 
school, as one of the best I have ever met w„ 
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged 
England and in-this country in female education 
and brings to her responsible profession, a larf 
share of experience, and sound and varied learning 
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, ma 
have every confidence that they will be faithfulli 
taught, and kindly watched over, when disentrnn-e 
from study. ‘ Jf. V. D. Johns, °
Hector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinr.att
Sept. 10, 1840.
Recent Publications.
CHRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 2oth chap­ters of the Gospel according lo St. Matthew. AVitl 
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D. D, 
Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. q
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by HENRY PERKINS,
— 234 Chesnut street’
f hiladelpma.
Ramos on Isaiah.
NOTES, critical, explanatory and practical or, the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a new translation; by Albert Barnes, in 3 large 8vo vol 
umes.
Just received and for sale at the bookstore of 
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbus, January 15, 1841.
rOc^tcrn
IS PRINTED AT THE WESTERN CHURCH 
Rogers' Roti', West fourth-Streep Cirtdnnati,
151 THOMAS R. RAYMONB.
Terms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance 
or three dollars at the end of six months.
All letters relating to subscriptions, or other busi­
ness matters connected with the press, to be ad 
dressed to the Publisher. Communications fOr ,jle 
paper should be directed to the “Editors of the WeRt- 
ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be pre-paid i 
all cases.
Advertisements, notinconsistent with the general 
character of the paper, inserted on the usual terms.
